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The ANCHOR is located on the third floor of the Student
Union. Our mailing address is:
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THE ANCHOR
Rhode Island College
600Mount Pleasant Avenue
Providence, Rhode Island 02908
Telephone: 831-6600,extensions 311arid 471.
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The ANCHOR is composed weekly, during the school _
year. It is printed by photo-offset by Ware River News, 4
Church Street, Ware, Mass.
•
'
•
The ANCHOR ae;cepts advertising. The rate is $1.50 per
column inch. A 10 per cent discount is given to campqs
_ organizations. Classified advertising in "~ree Classifieds"
is FR.EE to m·embers ofthe RIC Community. For further
information, consult our adyertising manager.··
11

The ANCHOR is edited entirely by its student editorial
staff. All decisions made on the ANCHOR are made by
them. No form or censorship nor alteration of style will be
made on any m~terial accepted for publication. _However,
any m.aterials found unacceptable. or unsuitable by the
ANCHOR editorial board will not be published. The views
of the material appearingfo the ANCHOR are those of the
writer and do not necessarily reflect upon the
Administration, faculty or staff of Rhode Island College.
_Unsigned editorials reflect the views of the ANCHOR
editorial board.
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Now, we would ask, who
St. Paul set the record
were
the 'people' that entered
straight
and
gave
us
words
to
Will Collette, Executive 'Editor
into power in Russia as a result
live
by
when
he
wrote,
'evil
Janet Rothbart, Cultural Editor
men and seducers shall wax of the Bolshevik takeover?
Cindy 'stergis, News Editor
worse and_ worse, deceiving Certainly not the average
citizen of Russia! When did the
and
being
deceived.'
Betty Mournighan, Lay-out Editor
'working class' assume the
Illustrative
of
this
truth
is
the
Jon McNally, Photography Manager
content of an editorial that role of the ruling class in the
Chuck "\'7inn,Business Manager
appeared in the Nov. 7 is!;meof • Soviet Union? This is
Jame~ Lastowski,- Advertising Manager
the Communist publication the ridiculous, for it never . did
Daily World, entitled, '56 years happen. For the truth is that
Harry Roll, Sports Editor
of'Socialis:{11.''A
portion of that the people of Russia including
and the
Contributors: Bob Mayoh, Jeff Heiser, Ron Stetson, editorial is reproduced .here. the proletarian
"On the Day After the working man became the
George McFadden, Art Joyner, Mary Paolino, John
Russian Revolution, on Nov. 8, dispossessed of the earth at the
Owens, Maureen Mulvaney, Steve Chianesi, Ray Paradis,
hands of their so-called
1917, the new socialist
Buddy Goodwin, Tim Gea.1y, Tom Kenwood.
governmen~adopted as its first 'liberators'.
The - Communist editor
revolutionary legislation the
boasts
that 'for the first time in
Decree
on
Peace,
severing
•a.
__'
REPRESENTED FOR NATIONAL ADVERTISING BY
Russia's involvement in the history the people had come to
(,/ National Educational Advertising Services, Inc.
imperialist war. •Since that power.' This is not true. Isn't
360 Lexington Ave., Ne~ York, N. Y. 10017
time the Soviet Union has been the editor of this official
the foremost peace force in the publication of international
, world. That role fell to it not Marxism knowledgeable of the
_ because the revolution was _contents of that grand
Russian, but because it was document df United States
·socialist. For the first time in government that states so
history the.people had come to plainly and yet so eloquently,
power. The working class 'We, the people of the United
_We're sick and tired of being became the ruling class, ex- S\ates, in order to form a more
by RIC Attica Brigade
union, establish
Is your phone tapped? Are exploited. Many of us are fed ploitation of Illfln by man was perfect
insure domestic
you ready for police to come up with Richard Nixon, and we abolished. Under Lenin's justice,
tranquility, prdvide for the
busting into your house under think it's about time to get rid leadership the, proletarian
revolution foreseen by Marx common defense, promote the
the "no knock" law, by of him. Certain liberal
mistake? Can you still afford to congressmen want to impeach and Engels as historically general welfare, and secure
eat beef, or anything else? Are him on lesser grounds than inevitable became a reality.' the· blessings of liberty to
you gonna get frostbite in your what he is actually guilty oL So writes the Communist ourselves and our__oosterity,do
(Con't. on Pg. 8)
apartment this winter? What He violate<j their rules by • editor.
will you do when you graduate firing Cox and lying about the
tapes. As a
and can't find a job? Are you Watergate
ready to fight for your coun- representative of the monopoly
try's honor in Vietnam, the business and ruling elite in
Phillipines, Thailand, Chile, America, he has commited
to consider PEE(F)'s earfi~r
by John Persico
South Africa, or the Dominican crimes against people all over
plan for integrating the rest
People
for
Equal
Excretory
the world. We want to throw
Republic?
held its 2nd rooms.
him out, and we don't care Functions
Dr. P. Bull, a spokesman for
organizational
meeting
how.
the administration, attended
Thursday
night
on
the
1st
floor
In 1954, Nixon advocated
The ANCHOR
the Student Union. Keynote the meeting and briefly
using tactical nuclear weapons of
speaker
Dr. Easy Feces outlined the reasons for the
willNOTbe published in Vietnam. Since then he has from thewas
biology department. administration's refusal to
made
use
of
the
most
advanced
on No,. 22th.,
abolish restroom segregation.
weaponry around to terrorize Attendance at the meeting, According to Dr. Bull, inaccording
to
reliable
estimates
the peoples of Indochina.
tegrating the rest rooms would
Journal-Bull-etin
Thanksgiwing
week. Without
U.S. military and from
lead to the followingeffects: 1.
reporters,
ranged
between
five
financial support there could and six hundred people. The • Destruction of sexual roles, 2.
Deadlh•efor the
be no military dictatorship in central focus of the meeting Denotivation of Ankienosis, 3.
the · Phillipines,
Greece, •was to organize a· strategy _for Higgledy-piggledy-wiggledy.
No,. 29th issueis
Monday,Now.28th ' (Please turn to "Kick Him Out" coping with tne ad- ,
(Con't. on Pg. 7)
Pg. 15)
-ministration's outright refusal

Kick Him Out and
·Lock Him Up

Pee.(£) Strikes Again

~E R>UND
i~E:Mr"
I

Dear Editor,
This letter is written as an
expression of our deep
dissatisfaction concerning the
last two publications of the RIC
Anchor (Nov. 1 and Nov. 8th).
We have become accustomed
to the , fine selection of
Crossword
Puzzles
and
Anagrams in your issues.
We sincerely hope that the
omission of this weekly
feature will be short-lived. In
retrospect, we feel the absence
of said articles is a detriment
to the newspaper proper.
We can only hope that a
quick rectification o~ this
problem will follow this letter.
This will, in turn, we are sure,
lead to a happier, healthier
student body.
. Sincerely,
Faithful Crossword Fiends

Political Poll
Taken by
·Linda Farrell
by Linda Farrel and
Maria Pfeiler

In. response to the recent
events. in the gover_nment, a
survey was conducted - to
discover the sentiment on the
Rhode Island College campus.
The followingare the results of
that survey. The survey was
conducted from 20 students
and 20 faculty.
1. In general, do you consider

' vourself:
Stud. Fae.
% %

a) Democrat
32• 37
O O
b) Republican •
c) Independent
68 63
d) other
O 0
2. Which of the following best
characterizes your voting
habits:
a) straight party policy
o 10
b) for the man, notthe party 71 85
c) don't vote
29 0
d) other
O 5
3. In general, do you believe
Richard Nixon has performed
satisfactorily as President?
9 10
a) yes
91 85
b) no
4. In my opinion the President
should:
30 16
a) be impeached
9 16
b) remain in office
c) resign
48 68
f3 0
d) no opinion

..0.,
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Theatre Review:

Robe!"t Mayoh

In terms of the inevitable two gentlemen, both concomparison which must be sumate pros, are an almost
made between the '68 and impossible duo to imitate.
present
production
of Quite simply, David Kennett as
'Brothers To Dragons,' the '68 Lilburn fails to Pmhorly the
which
presentation clearly emerges powerful darkness
as having the more successful Lilburn must have if he is to
impact. In a fine commentary galvanize the impetus of the
which Edwin Safford delivered play. His Lilburn is especially
on the play in the Journal of weak where Cain, that
/
October 27th, he mentioned that glowering golden boy, was
the play still has impact but not especially strong; and it helps
Of the two plays which used), it is a complex working it; and it is held together in the same sort of punch that it him not a whit in attempting to
Trinity Square is currently out of several deep moral and terms of plot development had
in
1968, and
in reproduce the very sound and
philosophical questions. It is through the preseQce of Jef- corroborating this point he movement of Cain's earlier
presenting in two new theatres
on Washington street, the not so much an examination of ferson and a chorus of sup- brings in the fact of the ac- role. If you saw Cain as
pl em en tary figures,
who tivism of the late sixties, and Lilburn, Kennett's present role
revival of its 1968 original the historical relationship
production of Robert Penn between blacks and whites in function as the poet's voice in the fact that Martin Luther is immediately recognizable as
Warren's
'Brothers
To this country - as is a common the stage presentation. The King's assassination had oc- a study in imitation, and it
Dragons' is far superior to misapprehension with the play action of the play takes place curred just the previous April suffers badly by comparison.
Stuart
Vaughan's
'Ghost - as it is a dialectic on the upon various levels and is when 'Brothers To Dragons' As Mr. Safford notes:
was first produced. That sense
Dance.' Not only is it a better failure of human love, and presented by various means I
'David Kennett's-Lilburn is
staged presentation
than what such failure involves in through monologues, through of social immediacy is not as
'Ghost Dance,' but, more the resulting iµhumanity that .mime, and also through set present today, this is true; but nasty enough, but it is a surimportantly, it is vastly better is universally endemic to the pieces which take us into the Mr. Penn Warren's _real face nastiness expressed in
action itself - in this last concerns are more timeless places by a nasally sarcastic
material in· terms of its story human condition.
respect, a look at the murder than Mr. Safford suggests, for primer recitation. He is not a
and language than anything
Where Lilburn is concerned, •itself is obligatory, and is ef- Penn Warren is not talking so prim~l anti-hero let alone
Mr. Vaughan has been able to
produce. Where Mr. Vaughan's the failure of ·love - turned fectively presented· by having much about the black problem villain.'
language comes across as inward - leads to the darkness Lilburn axe a hunk of meat in American history, as he is
largely rhetoric, 'Brothers To of the heart, darkness being whiie the slave boy George is about man's universal failure
In the role of Jefferson,
strung up by the heels on a to achieve the goodness a James Eichelberger is very
Dragons' as a stage work the metaphor for evil.
makeshift winch left of center religious impulse suggests was good, simply because Mr.
·literally sings with the poetic
stage.
the impetus for his creation, Eichelberg~r is a solid perbeauty and power of its verse.
What LilbJJrn longs for,
his reason for being.
Mr. Penn Warren, of course, is ultimately, is innocence - 'the
form er
in
just
about
a novelist and poet who stands whirling dream of desperate
everything he attempts.
Adrian Hall's direction aims
in the forefront of what has innocence,' as Penn Warren at continual stage mobility and
The must obvious reason for
been termed this •century's. phrases it in his poem. As an effective use of the full the stronger impact of the '68
In the ~nd, Jefferson as the
'Southern
.Literary
idealist
finally
Lilburn's famous uncle, Jef- ' potentialities of Eugene Lee's production is basic to the moral
Renaissance.' A former winner ferson, sought the light of sparse set; and, as always with play's overall presentation: in recognizes and accepts his own
of the Pulitzer Prize for fiction human reason in guiding the the imaginative Mr. Hall, there '68, Trinity · moun~ed a far in the likes of Lilburn. But with,.
('All the King's· Men,' 1947), affairs of men to a happy state, is an economical but well in- stronger cast than it did for the that accepted and atoned for,
and for poetry in 1958 sp too does Lilburn long for the tegrated use of a minimum , present production. In the does. hope for man remain?
('Promises: Poems 1954-56'), light of goodness. But as number of props. Effective original, Trinity's two major 'Can the hope Iof the heart be
he has long been considered goodness is love, and as love also, is the company's re-· male leads, Bill Cain and lost?' he asks, and the play
one of the South's major poets, has been a difficult thing to employment
of - mine in Richard Kneeland, handled the concludes with a new born
alongside Allen Tate and John sustain in this world which has enacting
\
major roles of Lilburn and child's cry as the only possible
the
night-time
Crowe Ransom.
somehow fallen from in- passage of a symbolic keel Jefferson, and together, these answer - the hope of us all.
• nocence into the darkness of boat ( a metaphor for time,
His 1953'Tale for Verse and sin, the inheritance of repeated and for death) traveling down
~~Voices:•
• 'Brothers,
To human failure in Lilburn the Oh\o River, and in simulaConfused? Worried? -MIV Offers H urnan
Dragons,' is a long poetic work through the blood of his failed ting the beating wings of a giant
dealing with an uns"'vory in- an,cestors before him, dooms green moth as Lilburn writes
Sexuality Course
cident in the history of Thomas him to further sin. It is a 'trick his final will ol)e night. Both of Go to Grad School
Jeffer~on's immediate· family in the blood' which so galls these visual devices were first
in
the
1968
- the grisly murder of a Negro ·Jefferson, the apostle of employed
(CPS) - Students at NorPRINCETON, N.J. (CPS) human
redemption
through
production,
which
Mr.
Hall
slave by Jefferson's oldest
thern
Illinois University,
Encouragement
from
par.ents
nephew, Lilburn Lewis, in reason - the fact of what his also directed.
DeKalb, Ill., may now earn.
and
friends
appears
to
be
the
own
blood
could
produce.
For
Kentucky in the year 1811.. It
The use of a chorus • in greatest influence on a college three credits for their interest
was an incident which, coupled Penn Warren, the sins of the
fathers
are
indeed
inherited
by
commenting
on the action of senior's decision to go on to in sex.
with the mysterious death of
school, reports
the
sons
the
collective
the
play
is
also
quite good, graduate
Meriwether Lewis, of Lewis
A course entitled "Human
Educational
Testing Service
weight
of
human
failure
and
being an essential medium in
and Clark _fame, clouded
(ETS)
in
a
study
titled,
The S~xuality,'' offered through the
o/9P
of
our
evil
is
in
every
Penn
Warren's
work.
The
use
Jefferson's
final years in
Men's Physical Education
gloom and doubt. As Mr. Penn blood. Says Jefferson at one of a •chorus allows a full and Graduates.
Department,
• has
an
point
in
the
poem:
'I
who
Qhce
continuous
participation
from
Warren's legend to the stage
.
enrollment
of
100
and
about
450
ETS
surveyed
almost
21,000
presentation
of his poem said - All liberty is bought all the company, and ranges students who were seniors in 94 students on the waiting list.
states: 'Jefferson, despite the with blood, now must say - All the commentary across th~ full colleges in 1971to find out their
fact that the crime was a truth is bought with blood, and breadth of the stage. However, career plans, values and
Students engage in such
matter of common knowledge the blood is ours - Or we shall when several players recite in ideals.
activities as shouting George
have
no
truth,
and
only
the
unison
the
clarity
of
expression
and reported in the public
Carlin's seven obscenities at
press, apparently could not truth can make us free. - And has a tendency to be lost in
each other, participating in
doom
is
always
domestic,
it
reverberation
the
choral
bring himself to comment on or
About 50 percent of the "desensitizing"
sessions,
purrs
like
a
cat,
-And
the
only
refrains work better in single students planning on graduate
even acknowledge it.'
traitor lurks in some sweet components .which trade off or professional school reported . viewing movies, and entering
corner of the blood.'
, their speaking commitments that persµasion from parents, into frank discussions on birth
with rapid transition, one friend, and relatives was a control methods.
Mr. Penn Warren employs
When Lilburn murders the speaker to the next.
Lilburn Lewis's descent into
major factor in their decisions.
'darknes~not merely to detail slave boy George with a meatOnly one in four in this group
The course instructor says
the disparity between the ax one evening in the smoke •
said a college guidance
the goals of the course are to
house;
it
is
not
that
he
hates
moral idealism of the author of
counselor played a decisive help students
understand
the Declaration of Indepen- George for any overriding
role. Only one in ten said talks themselves •as sexual beings
•
reason,
but
only
that
he
hates
dence and the reality of sin in
from a and identify the factors and
with a recruiter
•his offspring - although this is himself to the point of selfgraduate school were strongly alten,atives
that_ influence
the poem's most immediate destruction and damnation.
• influential. •
them as sexual beings.
concern. But ~yond that, to Beyond murder, his brutal act
explore the relationship be- is self-inflicted suicide. His
One girl said that after only
While the reason for their
tween the disparity of promise failure to love - in his case his
decisions to go on to graduate three class periods she feels
and reality in the nation Jef- mother, Jefferson's ;sister
school varied, most - seven more at ease discussing sex
ferson was instrumental in Lucy, who died shortly after
.out of ten - said they wanted than she did previously .
founding, and also, upon a the Lewis family moved to
to· learn more about their
larger universal level of West Kentucky, throws him
Students give themselves 25
chosen
field. The same number
into
despair,
and
then,
at
last,
meaning, to examine the
said their select~d career field per cent of their grade. They
question of man's sin and filled to fury, into the terrible
required an advanced degree . also are required to fill out a
. redemption in this world· - to release of murder.
About 50 percent thought an 175-question survey at the
explore the consequences of his
advanced
degree
would beginning of the course and
As
performed
on
the
stage,
Fall from God. As such, it is a
enhance chances for a good write a sexual autobiography,
multi-faceted work; and when 'Brothers To Dragons' is a play
salary later on. About 21 which are both anonymous.
encountered in its fullest with no firm time structure;
percent reported their plans
events
move
upon
the
whim
of
treatment of the problems
An objective m1ctterm anu
for graduate school were based
before it, which is in the the recollections of those
final
essay exam are ~lso given
on
an
inability
to
find
a
good·
·present.
The
play
has
a
complete poem (for the stage
in
the
course.
job right after college.
work, a vastly edited version is rambling and diffuse quality to

Brothers

to Dragons at Trinity Square
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MERIT PAY: "Outstanding Politician's Increment"
by Will Collette tlnd Cindy Steq!is
This is the first in a series of
articles on faculty affairs at
Rhode Island College. We feel
that the rumbles of discontent
and: the evident climate of
distrust on thi~ campus has
very real meaning for every
member
of the campus
community. What we are
saying is, that although this is
an article about faculty
problems, its implications
affect students, administrators
and, of course, the faculty
members themselves.
This first article will deal
with one aspect of how the
faculty is paid, merit pay,
khown in the faculty's
American
Federation
of
Teachers (AFT) contract as
''outstanding
performance
increments" or .OPI's. Merit
pay at RIC is somewhat unique
since, according to Dr. Donald
Averill, President of RIC's
AFT, no other AFT local,
either high school or college
has ever bargained for the
inclusion of merit pay into
their contracts.
Our interest in merit pay was
piqued this summer when the
EVENING
BULLETIN
reported a charge of unfair
labor practice lodged by the
University of Rhode Island's
faculty union against the URI
administration on the granting
of merit pay. URI is
represented by the American
Association of University
Professors
(AAUP). The
AAUP is the only other faculty
association at RIC other than
the AFT.
URl's AAUP charged that
''the
administration
has
violated the existing contract
by 'unilaterally' awarding an
increase to a faculty member
which goes beyond the amount
negotiated by the union."
(EVENING BULLETIN, 7-3173). The implication of the
charge was that merit pay,
selectively applied by its very
nature, subverts the collective
bargaining process. (It must
be noted that merit pay is not
part of URI's contract).
At Rhode Island College,
OPl's are a matter of contract
and have been part of college
policy for years. But it seems
evident from nearly every
faculty member we have
spoken to that years of
tradition and practice have not
improved the method used to
hand out the gravy.
THE MECHANICS
OPI's are referred to in
every
faculty
manual
published in this decade.
The 1972 manual (3.5.4.)
stipulates:
"Merit increases are to be
awarded
each year
on
recommendation by department chairmen and appropriate dean, in total amount
not exceeding one-third of the
sum requirement for the
provision of normal annual
increments. In recent years,
the total amount of merit increases has been in the vicinity
of 15 to 25 percent of the total
amount
for normal increments. Outstanding performance increments constitute a permanent part of the
salary. (emphasis ours).

The 1973 faculty handbook
yields this point to the AFT
contract, but the only major
change in the wording is to

An Introductory Note of Explanation
At the outset of this series, we would like to attempt to deal with a criticism to
which our presentation will be open. It will probably be difficult to miss the fact that
most of our faculty sources are referred to as "reliable sources" or some such similar
designation. We regret that this is the case but wish to inform all of our readers of the
reasons why we have decided to vigorously defend the confidentiality of our sources.
Of the t~entr-plus faculty members we spoke to, the great majority said that they
feared reprisals 1fthey spoke openly and frankly. Several stated that if asked what role
they played in our information gathering, they would reply that they did not know who
we were or what we were up to. A few faculty members were quite willing to validate
their fears with specific cases. We ourselves have been followed, have had bystanding
faculty members eavesdrop on conversations and have been told that our sources were
being checked.
Whatever the merits of these rumors, fears and speculations, we feel we must
respect the wishes of our sources. Therefore, we will mask the identity of our sources
by changing sex, rank and department designation to preserve their confidentiality.
We will not, of course, entertain questions as to the identity of our sources from any
quarter.
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Department (ten names is ·the
maximum number a department may submit, regardless
of size). Of these ten, eight
were accepted, two were
rejected. Mr. Anghinetti wryly
noted that the cut-off point for
English came right before his
name, a condition which
touched off a fury of selfinterest. Why the line was
drawn at number 8 in English
and no cut-off was made in
Psychology is a question
without a solid answer.
Likewise, it is difficult to understand, lacking any criteria,
why only two out of five
members submitted in Modern
Languages were approved,
why zero out of three from the
library were approved, why
five out of eight were approved
from Speech-Theatre, why
Nursing submitted no names at
all, why Sociology and
Economics submitted .only
three names each against how
Psychology got ten out of ten
approved.
~
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FACULTYPOLL
A faculty member provided the ANCHOR with the results of a poll taken of the
faculty on a number of issues, including OPI°'s.The ANCHORhad tried unsuccessfully
to obtain the poll results from AFT President Donald Averill.
"The system of awarding OPI's should be:
A) Eliminated
55
B) Retained, but the names not made public
15
C) Retained, with names ~ade public
52
D) Retained, with names and REASONSgiven .
28
"OPI's should be:
Given for 1 year only
82
.
~5faculty voted that a maximum of 2 OPl's be given to a single faculty member
ma given year; 11 voted for a maximum of 3; 4 voted for a maximum of 4.

In the Sociology Department, according to a reliable
source, OPI's are not repeated
by the same faculty member
two years in a row. If, for instance, a member earns an
OPI in 72-73,that member will
not receive one in 73-74, no
matter how deserving. In this
fashion, OPI's are spread
around the department. This is
practice, not the theory of
OPI's, said the source.
However equitable this may
be, such a practice does not
warrant the name ''outstanding performance.''
~

In the l'yfodern Languages
Department, according· to
several reliable sources, OPI's
are used as a blunt-edged
political hammer, as a way of
shutting up dissident faculty
.members. It was in this
department more than any
other that we found the highest
degree of discontent caused by
administrative
and intradepartment
oppression.
Members complained of being
passed
over for deserved
persuasive
cfocument
among
of
a
permanent
$200
pay
instipulate that the academic
the faculty. Mr. Anghinetti promotions and being held
deans may not change the crease.
contended and provided data back on tenure, of being given
order of priorities submitted
There are no set criteria supporting the thesis that the terrible schedules, and told of
by the deans - that is, if a
department chairman submits • anywhere in µie college for the longer a faculty member stays how a member of their
Dr. X and Mr. Y's names in awarding of OPI's. It is nearly at RIC, the more likely that department was driven out of
member will be near the the college by intense
that order, Dean Q may· not impossible for one faculty
harassment. We were told by
give an OPI to Mr. Y and skip member to find out why bottom of his pay scale.
Members of the large one member quite bluntly,
over Dr. X. If that dean didn't another faculty member
"They give us these few dollars
particularly
like Dr. X, he would be forced received an OPI, EVEN IF departments,
English, face much greater to shut us up!"
to pass over BothDr. X and Mr. THE LUCKY ONE IBA
White one of these reporters
Y when he makes his own MEMBER OF ONE'S OWN odds against receiving an OPI
was talking to a source
DEPARTMENT. Likewise, the than faculty in smaller
judgment.
outsider,
especially
the departments like Psychology. regarding this subject, we
The source of the OPI money student, hasn't an inkling to In a recent conversation, Dr. were followed by another
rests in the natural reticence of why a teacher was rewarded. Anghinetti discussed this faculty member who constantly eavesdropped on our
the college to give the state And in many cases, questions discrepancy.
He said, "Large depart- conversation. We changed
back· unspent money. After regarding the correctness of a
faculty salaries are paid, a particular award receive no ments, especially English, are position three times, each time
noting that the listener
•
severely
discriminated
_large pool ~f money is usually plausible answer.
against." _Dr.Anghinetti noted changed position.with us. After
CASES
left over. If this money
third
move,
the
Dr. Charles B. Willard, that of twenty-odd members of the
remains unspent, it reverts
back to the state treasury. President of Rhode Island the Psychology faculty, ten eavesdropping professor was
Rather than allow this to oc- College, said that merit pay is were recommended for OPI's confronted and left quickly
cur, the administration divides one of the best ways to make and all ten received them (the after making lame conthis money up according to the certain that good and out- ten are: P. Very ( chair- versation to cover his acformula mentioned earlier in standing members of the person), V. Lederberg, S. tivities.
~
the excerpt from the faculty faculty stay here. This, of DeVault, E. Nolan, D. Cousins,
In
the
Mathematics
manual, and invites the sub- course, is the most logical and R. Holqen, J. Rollins, J. Laffey, S. Gilmore and F. Hennen Department, according to
mission of priority lists from sensible defense of OPI's.
However,
theory
and - it must be noted that the list reliable sources, OPI's ha.ye
department chairpeople.
Last spring, 115OPI's of $200 .practice, especially at RIC, of OPl's is a matter of public been given to members silnply because they needed the
record).
each were awarded. This seem quite far apart.
money.
However, it should be
In
contra.st,
a
list
of
ten
Last
spring,
Dr.
Paul
means that during the year
1973-74,115 faculty members Anghinetti of the English names was submitted by the noted that a sour~-- in the
will begin to enjoy the benefits Department· circulated a most substantially larger English (Please turn to "Merit Pay" Pg. 7) .
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Doesbab)'
need a new pair of
imported shoes?
If you drive an imported car, you
probably know how tt feels to be
s9 attached to a hunk of metal that
you actually start caring for it.
(You'd really have to own one to
know.) You can.
only give it the
very best. So
when it comes
to replacing
your baby's
tires, you really
shouldn't
put on
anything
but
Continentals.
Did you know
that Continental tires
are original equipment on VWs, Porches,
and Mercedes. And
that more than half of all European
.. imJX)rtscross the Atlantic SJX)rting
Continental tires. Incredible!
Continentals, in case you
didn't know, are made in Germany
urider the stvictest quality controls
in the vorld!!
1 .
There's another reason why
you should be replacing your worn
•
out tires with Continentals ... the
price ... our price.

At the Dayton Tire Warehouse
in Cranston and at all Bargain Tire
Centers around Rhode Isla11d,_you
can buy these great tires at ·real
discount prices. There's nothing
wrong with them.
They're brand new.
First quality.
The works.
Check out this
for prices: 560 x
15, standard VW
size, full 4-ply white
wall for only $19.18
(plus $ l.p2 for .
Uncle). Radial

bargain 165
x 15, black
walls for VW,
Volvo and
other sports cars for only
. $27.28 (plus $1.96 for Uncle).
This isn't a sale or anything.
And these are only couple of our
everyday prices. Check them
against anyone else's everyday
pnces.
If you really care ~ut your
baby, you'll buy Continentals. -And
if you care at all about saving
money (joke) you'll come to the
Dayton Tire Warehouse or any of
the six Bargain Tire Centers in RI.
I

a

(gntinental
,In bar1ain

/
·IK1 l:ira cent•ra

D■gtan Tir■ mar■hau■■

PROVIDENCE
Douglas Ave.
600
274-6900
E. PROVIDENCE
196NewportAve
438-1450

WOONSOCKET
CRANSTONAve.
WARWICK
Park Avenue
779
Post Road 950Wellington
3316
766-6700
467-8440
739-1300
NO. KINGSTOWN Behind Dayton T1re BARGAIN CREDIT
Take90daystopay.
8.30-SMon.-Fn
6659PostRoad
a·00-12 Noon Sat no interest charges•
884-9500

HOURS: Closed Mondays;Tues.-Fri.11-8; Saturday 10-4.

1..
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Janet Rothbart

A Notice to the
Participants
in the
Magic Theatre
We at the Magic Theatre are
pleased to announce a new
season opening on campus and
we •are interested in any
opinions, critiques, poems,
prose, photography, artwork
or idP.as in general.
There is too little exchange
between people nowadays, and
the purpose of • the Magic
Theatre is· to further that
communication between us
and help us get together, so
. even if you are not into the
performing arts, we thrive on
letters.
Sometimes,
the Magic
Theatre likes to do critiques of
material sent in, to add
another dimension to the appreciation of the artist's work.
If any co~tributor
would
particularly like to share his
work in this way, (or particularly like to keep it
separate), it would be appreciated if it were stated
somewhere on the P,ersonof the
work.
There will aso, be a new
section added to .the Magic
Theatre
called
Speaking
Trumpet, in which anyone who
pleases may voice his own
opinion of a work or of a
critique, and offer his own
views to share with us. This, as
-is the whole page, open to both
students and faculty members
to feel free to participate.
We hope you will enjoy it.
row upon row
of broken chairs
stretch before me
like eternal

years

a cathedral whispering
of shadow and light.
a cross-checked ceiling,
(on a quiet night)

and faces peeling.

screaming always
an endless why;
i watch the days ... roll away
and see my life passing by.
-When each new day
begins a new Zife, i wait only
for the new day that brings
an end to life.
Like the aging millionaires
who buy 13 year old virgins
from
a m.arket of willing
mothers:
I can find no satisfaction.

Skip

1

Room with furniture
Owned by •
Storehoused society
With matching
Wood-like cabinets
And rich' looking
Plastic leather
II
Atmosphere
Hunters
eyeing hunted
Through vexing teeth
And retracting eyes
To the sense
Of insecurity.

by Betty Moureigan:

In the Company of. Clowns
by Martha Bacon
illustrated by Richard Cuffari

+ Martha Bacon is none other
than RI<~'Sown Mrs. Ballinger

Silhouettes
(Expecting
by Frank E. Lee

Jake crossed the room and
stopped to talk to a friend of
mine. He did not make much of
a first impression except at the
back of my mind, but even that
I didn't notice. I thought; "He's
kind of scrawny, strangelooking really," very briefly,
then I spotted someone I knew
and headed in that direction.
When we were later introduced, Jake was holding an
empty beer can in one hand,
while using the other to emphasize his current line of
sarcasm. The empty beer can,
I later learned, was characteristic of Jake. ·He was one of
those people who has always

Eighteenth century Italy is
the setting for this -delightful
new children's novel, In the
Company of Clowns. Its hero,
Gian- Piero was atiandoned at
birth and raised and taught to
read by a patish priest. The ten
year old orphan is put to work
in a convent kitchen to earn his
keep. When a player from a
•traveling Company of performers offers him 12 scudi for
the convent donkey, Dominico,
Gian- Piero readily agrees to
the sale only to find later that
he has been tricked. As he is
joined by the Company's
Harlequin, a clever clown with
a highly changeable personality, and Gi_nestra, a
sense, so you took what you
could get.
"You know what they say
just finished drinking, or is on about all those railroad men,
the verge of a binge; one of don't you?" He approached me 1
those that always talk about with this unexpectedly one
liquor, yet seems never to get morning.
caught in the act. As he con"No," I said after a
tinued to cut down everything moment's thought, "I can't
and everyone in sight, oc- really ·say as I remember that
casionally giving the beer can one."
a negligent twirl, I realized
He answered me smugly,
what it was that had vaguely "They drink up your bloodlike
impressed me about Jake. wine." I could almost hear the
"He's really a bastard," the unspoken 'of course' at the end
fact dawned on me slowly, of the sentence. Jake ap"but it suits him."
preciated
smugness • to a
Jake liked to talk 'music', it degree I would not have
pleased his ego. I didn!t ac- believed possible. I let it go,
tually mind listening, and at though. Th~re was no arguing
the time, I had little better to with him in him in these
do. Besides, when Jake didn't matters .. Jake was simply a
talk music. he didn't talk very smug bastard.

to Fly)

convent novice and aspiring
actress, they end up once again
with the Company, and GianPiero is persuaded to accompany them to Venice. It is
here that Gian- Piero's efforts
and courage save the wrongly
jailed· Harlequin from the
gallows.
Older children •should find
this novel enjoyable reading.
Its lively descriptior1s and
Gian- Piero's narrow escapes
should hold their interest. All
the characters are convincing,
especially Gian- Piero, the
Harlequin, and Ginestra, and
they emerge as wiser, better
people at the close of their
adventure.
The pen and ink illustrations
by Richard Cuffari certainly
enhance the text.
This book is highly recommended for children.
One afterpoon in my room,
as I was debating between
supper and sleep, Jake came
strolling in. "Get something
together,''
he
ordered
munificently, "we're going to
Boston."
I stared at him vaguely; it
seemed that the man's raving
had gotten a bit out of hand.
'' And why are you going to
Boston?"
I asked nonchalantly, emphasizing the
you. I figured that that would
show him how things, stood for
a change.
''We are going to Boston,'' he
corrected, "because a friend of
mine is moving, and he needs
some help."
Still, I would not yield, "And
what kind of a reason is that for
me to give up supper and-or
sleep to traipse on up to
Boston?"
''The reason you are going to
go," he continued, undaunted,
"is that you know that you
really want to." And w~th_that

This short story is unusual in such hazards are avoided, and
that it accomplishes a' great very neatly. For instance, one
Eye
deal in a very short amount of of the most telling things about
time. Almost a vignette in not only Jake, but about the
length, really, it consists of a main character, and their
by James Lastowski
( Continued on P. 9)
total of three pages. However, relationship especially, was
in this space, we discover the revealed in one sentence in
nature of our main character, particular.
"He's really a
.• HA·~
Jake, and of the narrator bastard, but it suits him.",
himself, and a situation of (incidentally, also effectively
conflict between their per- setting off the mood for the
sonalities. Jake's character is piece.)
outlines quite successfully
here, through description by
Where 'the discrepancies
action; rather than using begin to show up are in the
words to tell us what sort of a actual confrontation between
person he is (other than, of the two characters. Here we
course, that he is a bastard, find that we have a good deal of
which
. is
necessarily
information about them, but
descriptive only to a certain unfortunately, not enou~h. The
point,) he is portrayed and first clue is when it is written,
revealed through his in- "I figured that would show
teractions with other people. him how things stood for a
Generally,
this sort of change." Up until now, there is
characterization works best, really no indication· (at least
rather than for the writer to not one which was actively
come right out and saying so. stated) of the particular
Most readers tend to want to overbearing qualities of Jake.
discover things for themselves,
It is here where we begin to
and if the author goes into see that added length would
wordy detail about character
serve to enrich this piece (not
or description of a scene, it is added to the ending, which is
somewhat similar to telling the good, and quite a sufficient and
end of a whodunit in the middle satisfactory conclusion, but to
of the movie, with the same the middle, the informational
negative effect. For the most part) and make both the
part, it weakens a piece. It characters and work itself, When God created Man, he gave him Music as a language different from
lags, interest fails, and pace which are pretty good at this all other languages.
slows. ~nthis work, however, point, a full~length·story.
K. Gibi'an

As

broken glass
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Math Dept. feels that this was these reporters told him that if
not the case. Dr. Anghinetti he refused to deat with our
These reasons were backed
commented, "This might be a specific questions, he would be
up by an impressive amount of
most humane way of correct- cited as refusing comment.
Fpr Eaoh Adult Member of Yoar Part7
Dr. Averill feels that there is empirical data which, in the
ing the injustices of the
for
concern
present pay system - but no connection betwe-enthe AFT light of PEE(F)'s
that's certainly not merit and the fact that the AFT science, should not be taken
negotiated OPI'& into the lightly. It was, however,
pay."
contract. When asked why pointed out by a member in
-0OPI's were a negotiating point attendance that those were the
AL
IVERS
UN
SOME
COMMENTS: "There seem to at all, Dr. Averill responded, same reasons that the school at
"Because the faculty wanted first advanced as cause to deny
be prestigious Department
the financial auto·nomy of
chairmen who in some ways it."
poll
a
to
Harambee and the Attica
pointed
Averill
Dr.
make their recommendations
last
Brigade's status as a student
d
conducte
was
that
stick."
a
organization. The school has
included
poll
This comment was heartily spring; this
recently used those same
including
points
of
number
•
faculty
all
nearly
by
endorsed
Dr.
reasons to deny certain blatant
to
g
OPI's. Accordin
members interviewed.
a
examples of racial prejudice
tqat
shows
poll
the
Averill,
en
out-spok
Among the most
of the
was Sally Marks of the History majority of faculty members on the campus. In view
adthe
by
use
blanket
said,
he
,
However
OPI's.
want
Department, who, despite the
reasons,
fact that she has received her the poll is for faculty eyes only ministration of these
__ ALL FOR JUST __
w.eshould
share of _OPI's, feels they and could not be released to the it was suggested thatThis was
them.
student press. Ms. Sally Marks ' disregard
should be abolished.
"I thtnk you can better call commented that she hadn't seconded and passed.
The meeting then went on for
' 0 u t s t a n d i n g seen the poll either and no
them ,
hours during which
several
said
to
Politician's Increments,"' she other source spoken
$3.95
Regularly
s debates arose.
numerou
time
see
to
able
been
had
they
that
said; "they seem to reward
Cash Purchases Only
member
25
the
point,
one
At
membership on eight com- the results of the poll.
WITH THIS AD _ ___.
__
Dr. Averill pledged to one of delegation from the Stu~ent
mittees, even if you're j,ust a
up and walked
got
nt
Parliame
matter
the
that
reporters
these
ng·
outstandi
than
body,
warm
returned shortly,
performance." She added, of the poll results' release out. They students pleaded
several
after
the
at
up
brought
be
would
to
seems
one
no
that
further,
we couldn't possibly get
know ho~ much, if at all, AFT's Executive Committee that
without them. The
along
this
at
,
However
meeting.
faculty
of
student evaluations
Parliament suggested •
Student
Ave.
bear on OPI writing, the proposal to release
1940 Pawtucket
members
ise proposal which ,
comprom
a
the
from
bumped
been
had
distribution.·
ence
E. Provid
a male
Paul agenda without discussion by a would have permitted the
supported
She
openter
to
female
a
or
434-8880
."
schedule
Anghinetti's position that "solid
sex's facility, provided
posite
-{);-'are
form
present
their
in
OPl's
THE LOYAL OPPOSITION they were accompanied by ora
unnecessary -and should be
Not Goodwith Any Other Promotion
We asked Dr. John A. member of the faculty
abolished. Mr. Anghinetti
voted
was
This
ation.
administr
()ffer SupersedesAll OtherAdvertising
the
This
suggested the abandonment of Finger, President of
one • could
no
since
down,
on
rival
only
AFT's
the
AAUP,
stan.;.
OPI's in . favor of a
~ Emersons Ltd.. 1973
they
campus for comment on the decide whether or not
STEP system,
dardized
by
nied
accompa
be
should
whereby faculty at the same OPl's. Dr. Finger was very someone of the same sex or
didn't
he
that
saying
in
frank
of
level
same
the
and
grade
with any lawyers to determine - It was now quite late and
"fiave a single fact at his opposite. the meeting the what the administration could although several practical
experience and education
During
disposal." He apologized that President
would be paid on a par.
and Vice-president do against such a drastic proposals had been suggested
inhard
any
have
blackmail, etc. "Why hold a Damoclean he didn't
dropped in to say hello to display of civil disobedience, - bribery,
he
because
on moral
mainly
·rejected
formation
were
they
faculty's
over
money
of
floor
a
Sword
They wished so the matter was put to
everybody.
it
solution
final
a
didn't get involved in faculty PEE(F)
As
grounds.
•
achead?"
actual
any
to
prior
count
and the students well
PEE(F)
tha1
politics.
of
decided
ts
was
proponen
that
Noting
said the Board of Regents ceptance. Opinion was two to
He deplored the problems and
OPI's often argue that OPl's
one in favor of this tactic. Upon should go to the students. Thus,
their regards, too.
sent
system,
OPI
the
in
say ...... next time you
evident
penalize
•
and
reward good
The meeting eventually split hearing this, Dr. ,P. Bull we
"deadwood," Dr. Anghinetti saying that he wasn't satisfied up into various factions and it - angrily stomped up to the must pee go to the nearest rest
contended that the best way to tpat his own name was passed looked like nothing was going podium and, grabbing the room and disregard the sign on
deal with "deadwood" is over this year. He did support to get accomplished. However, mike, made the following the door. Also take a friend
"DON'T PROMOTE THEM." the principle of merit pay one of the members had statement: "If you do that, I'll (opposite sex) to your local
One could assume, he said, saying, "one of the worrisome brought th~ir 5-year old son see that all toilet paper is rest room. Go together and
that if a faculty member is things about the contract along and he suddenly' got up removed from the rest make a day of it. And last but
promoted or given tenure, that procedure is that everyone and walked into the women's rooms!" This quick thinking on not least, we can all show our
ation's actions by going on the·
it was for good reason - this is must be- treated equally."
rest room. This caused one of his part caused opinion to lawn in front of Roberts. (If the
difthis,
of
Because
reward
of
the correct method
the other members to exclaim, reverse itself on use of cops should come, just say you
and punishment, not lo use ferentiations in quality can't "Let's do it anyway!"
' ' or g a n i ze d ' ' ci vi1
couldn't hold it.)
money, especially such a petty effectively be made.
consulted _ djsobedieµce.
not
had
(F)
PEE
Dr. Finger underscored the
sum as $200,a~ a lure.
problems that are evident in
-0departments and that none
2) A variable rate of OPI's .nearly every faculty member were cut from the list.
setting standardized criteria
THE UNION
ed.
One of the first and last for OPI's: 1) it's hard to could be applied, recognizing interview --0We found little justice in the
of
set
OPIthe
2)
year's
quality;
some
quantify
that
the
during
contacted
persons
except , in those
system,
CONCLUSIONS
may be less
research on OPI's was the critelja for one d~partment candidates
instances -where
isolated
system
a
have
you
"Either
Donald may be unfair when applied to plentiful than OPI's and some
AFT's President
nts made
departme
separate
or
years there would be more. It that operates on good (aith
Averill. Our first concern was another.
to
decisions
l
unilatera
,
definable
clear
have
Incidentally, Dr. Finger is suggested that the excess Y.OU
to receive some insight into the
either
money
distribute
P.
said, "I think it (the AFT) has pool of money be kept, instead rational criteria"
reasoning behind including
equitably or on a' need basis.
ti.
Apghinet
state
.
in
the
to
job,"
back
good
a
going
of
don,e
g
OPl"s in the bargainin
We see this system as
be
would
reporters
These
process, to see if RIC's faculty negotiating the first contract. treasury. This proposal has inclined to agree. It is evident inherently
perunjust,
thinking paralleled URI's, and However, he noted that the little support.
''penalizing
system
a
petuating
they
what
not
are
OPI's
-that
to gain any pertinent in- AAUP might make a bid to
•
3) Give OPI's for one year seem and that they are- a far people who stay.''
formation available on the gain the. bargaining rights for
way
the
and
OPI's
,
However
ding
"Outstan
a
being
have
from
we
cry
the faculty from the AFT this, only. Af present
subject.
OPl's are given out are only a
system where a faculty Performance Increments.''
We did so, following the year.
~mal1 part of a much larger
nearly
is
~xist
they
Why
Dr. Finger's final suggestion member may be rewarded
spirit of Dr. Averill's speech
The problems of the
problem.
service impossible to pin down. Con(Sept. 10th) to the faculty when to one of these reporters was forever for meritorious
problems for all of
are
faculty
conAverill's
Dr.
to.
trary
he said "Coupled with a high ' that we seek to label rumors as in only one year.OPI ante to tention that "the faculty wants us. When good teachers are
the
Up
4)
•
degree of integrity and mutual rumors, unproven allegations
selec- it," we found that they cling to kept down and driven out of the
trust, collective negotiations as such and put to rest a lot of perhaps $600, be more
in- OPl's as something of a lottery college, or when poor teachers
merit
giving
thus
tive,
(which, we feel, are like in- speculation on this campus.
feel aRd adept college politicians
However, when we discussed creases only to· the deserving. ticket - that since they
terviews) can lead to outcomes
are promoted and exalted, the
aspects
other
many
in
cheated
not
is
too,
which are in the best interests this point, Dr. Finger agreed This proposal,
effects are felt in the •
faculty
by of their employment,
of both parties. Certainly it can that this is certainly ·hard to do considered too seriously
classroom.
justice
for
hope
small
a
place
'put on the table' many issues when either the documentation most faculty.
We welcome the response of
We
boost.
salary
$200
this
in
OPI'S
THE
ATE
ELIMIN
5)
is
and problems which until or proof does not exist or
members .of the cc;>llege
all
n
connectio
provable
no
an found
Institute
altogether.
recently had been hidden by a being held confidential.
ity to this and all parts
commun
the
and
activities
AFT
between
based
system
STEP
equitable
-0comlack of effective
Your response
seri~s.
the
of
OPI
of
ing
on rank, term of service and mishandl
SOMEPROPOSALS
munication ... "
tial if you
confiden
kept
be
will
note
we
although
on,
distributi
Use
s.
indicator
1) At the very least, every other standard
Dr. Averill refused to be
indicate.
so
Donald
n to serve that AFT officers
quoted on the record, either as person polled feels that some tenure and promotio
NEXT: INE.QUITIES IN
nt Averill, Victoria Lederberg
punishme
and
reward
the
as
criteria
open
standard,
of
sort
as
or
l
a private individua
PAYSCALE: THE PROBLEM
high
proposal is and Phillip Whitman were
President of the AFT for is necessary if OPI's· ar.e to pe system. This
OF LONGEVITY.
e
respectiv
their
of
lists
the
on
support~d !o some degree by
several weeks, until one of retained.
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For the Right

The C.I.A.: A Realistic View

Inside Opinions
by George McFadden

•the money to do this often
obtain the initial results and
s ta tis tics from scientific
journals, pamphlets, and the
like, and go on from there to
develop their own version of
the product or device, thus
eliminating the initial work
and cost.

~liro1Muchhas been said about the
i Agentral Intelligence Agency by

.,

oion assortment of people such
as top level executives of the
, Agency, newsmen, political
, analysts, and often the general
raublic, all of whom voice their
espinions in a _variety of ways.
vespite the many views offerect on the Agency, very little
is ever heard from the middle
that
of
staff
echelon
organization. These are the
people who comprise most .of
the working force of the
Agency and due to the
classified nature of their work,
they seldom come forth to
voice their observations and
opinions of their employer.
Another reason, perhaps the
most important, which could
account for their silence is the
fact that they are under a
contract which provides for
twenty years imprisonment or
a twenty thousand dollar fine
(or both) should they violate
national security by talking
about their work and its
methods. CIA workers still live
a sort of "cloistered life",
lthough not as much now as in
s 1rlier years, and this may
explain why so little is known
about them.
Two former CIA employees,
who, for obvious reasons
wished to remain anonymous,
recently express~d their views,
opinions, and observations of
the Agency for which they had
worked. The two, one a
woman, who had worked in the
first Directorate (Research
and Analysis) and the other, a
man, who had worked in the
third Directorate (Operations)
within the Agency, were extremely warm, sincere, and
scholarly as they talked about
their former positions. Both
seemed to be in agreement in
their views on a number of
different aspects of CIA work
and the life that goes with it.
Concerning the work carried
on by the Agency, both agreed
to the importance of it and to
the research aspect of it.
During this age of_ keen international competition in all
fields of endeavor, they
believed that research and
analysis are not only important
as far as political intelligence
is concerned but that it is in the
field of business, too. The
United States,· being pret~y
much in the forefront. m
scientific and technological
research, can • well .af fo~d
initial experimentation .m
different areas, but countries
at lack the knowledge and-or

,When this type of intelligence research involves an
area such as weaponry, the
dangers are obvious so that one
cohcern of the CIA is to help
thwart this type of research
directed against the United
States.
Working for the CIA, they
said, is a pleasurable experience. providing that one
has the right "attitude" (ie.
sincere interest in the area in
which one is working). The
man said that he was approached to work for the
Agency, as many people are,
quite by "accident".
He explained, "The approach is, at the outset, very
indirect. The Agency is interested in people who can
permeate the social "defenses" of a certain country.
These defenses encompass
anything and-Qr everything
within a specific culture. If
someone has access, directly
or indirectly, to information
that the CIAcould use, they are \
asked in the manner I have just
described, to work. My job, in
essence, was informational.·
Both added a curious note in
regard to working for the CIA.
They said that most, if not all,
people who work for the
Agency are expendable .. This
point must be understood and
agreed to at the beginning of
any • CIA employment. This
,unusual condition means, in
effect, that any CIA employeewho is in a position that could
embarrass the Agency can be
left to fend for himself and the
Agency will deny having
anything to do with that person. This has happened,. not
only to people involved in
covert operations, and it will
undoubtedly happen in the
'future.
It also means that no one
employee of the Agency, no
matter what. his position, is
indispensable. Anyone, from

the lowest echelons to .the top
executives, can be "let go"
(denied, fired, or terminated
for ,any reason by any means).
his policy is often used as a
safeguard against any inempolitical
ternational
barrassment.
Another aspect of the Agency
which they stressed was the
which
departmentalization
exists in it. When one works in
a certain section or department of the Agency, one knows
about only that material or
subject which is being dealt
with in that department. It is
often a case of the left hand not
knowing what the right hand is
doing and vice versa. The
woman said that when she was
working for the Agency in.
Washington, she only knew the
subject and methods of her
department and practically
nothing at all about the other
sections which worked in the
.same building and possibly in
the same area as she was
working in.
The man said that when he
was working for the CIA, he
knew only his immediate
supervisor, the job to be done,
and the methods to be used;
nothing else. This policy of
departmentaliza_tion, like the
policy of dispensability, is a
_safeguard which has been
worked into the CIA's methods.
The less known by an employee
about the CIA as a whole the
less chanc·e of damage t~ the
whole system should one
reveal all he knows.
The two spoke of the type of
people who worked with them
in the Agency and both agreed
that they had seldom met any
disagreeable types. The people
who gravitate toward intelligence work are usually
scholarly, humanistic, and
extremely friendly. They said
that they very seldom .ran
across anyone who was hard,
cold, or insensitive. They both
made many friends, they
added) and socializing with
one's co-workers is very enjoyable. This is ironical, they
said, because the popular
image of the intelligence
worker and "spy" is one of a
cool and calculating person
who usually isn't interested in
anything outside of his work.
This is a good example of the
myths that have gr.own con-

<Con't. from Pg. 2)
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ordain and establish this
Constitution for UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA'?
Would the Communist editor
dare to rob the American
people of their birthright, of
- the truths that are their glory,
and in a.manner characteristic
of all socialists, strive to justify;
cerning the CIA, its work, and the 'utopia' of international
gangsterism at the•expense of
the people who are in it.
Christian
glorious
our
It has been true, as is
heritage?
In co~cluding, they offered
their opinions of the Agency evident, that the working man
and its work in general. The and the people in the United
man said, "It is necessary. It is States have always been
helpful. It has experts in a responsible for their governvariety of areas who, although ment and by virtue of those
not always listened to, are very guarantees embodied within
alert people. There are a few their Constitution, the power,
gadflies but they are the ex- responsibility and protection of ,
ception. I think that the aura of and by government has been
mystery surrounding CIA reserved for them as their
activities is more often myth right.
It would be a calculated
and fiction than reality for,
suggest
contrary to what people think, attempt at deception tc;>
Bolshevik
the
of
product
a
that
a considerable amount of data
and information gathered by revolution was the assumption
the Agency comes from in- of power by the average, law
tensive research. This work abiding, God fearing citizen in ,
can only be accomplished by Russia.
'Exploitation of man by man
serious and scholarly perwas/ abolished'· - this is the
sonnel."
boast of the Communist editor.
He wants the uninitiated and
They said that they never the naive to believe terrors and
regretted their work in the the bloodbath of 1917in Russia.
least. No one was ever harmed, These • Reds are incredible
they protected their sources, people.
and they, themselves, were
Now we ought to know that
never hurt by the Agency. it is not in their power, nor
Regarding the protection of anyone else's, for that matter,
they said that to abolish
sources,
blight.
this
everyone who has need of Exploitation is an evidence of
sources in their work in the man's alienation from God, it
CIA is trained to protect them is a manifestation of man's
at all costs. The Director of depraved nature and it shall be
CIA is also responsible by law with us just as long as the curse
(ie. National Security Act of remains. Exploitation thrives
1947) for CIA sources. If, wherever socialism thrives
perchance, a few names of and is in power. It is the most
sources working for the successful weapon that therr
Agency were released or Socialists have in their bag ofcs
discovered as a result of dirty tricks. They create crises
negligence on an employee's and then appear on the scene
part, the CIA effectiveness as the saviors to thost
would be harmed irreparably.
aggrieved in the crises. They
are usually responsible for the
The three art1c1es com- very things that they are in the
prising this series were written habit of blaming Capitalism or
to show the real role and Free Enterprise for.
Socialism thrives on hate,
functions of the CIA today.
Hopefully they have ac- greed, lust and contempt. It
complished this purpose, if not looks with disdain on the
virtues of Christianity; love,
fully, at least partially.
joy, peace, and contentment.
The Chileans saw through
the deceptions and the empty
boasts of Socialist Allende. And
(CPS) - Lon Nol is the only the Greeks and the Brazilians
world leader whose name is before them. Let us pray that
spelled forward and backward others will reject Socialism as
the same way.
they did before it is too late.
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What Is a Student
Government?
Have you ever heard of the the members must know what
Rhode Island College Student you want.
Many of the purposes of the
Community Government or
are
The Student Parliament? Do Student Government
you realize that the Student connected to the represenbudgets about tation of students in the
Parliament
$100,000.00annually? Do you governance of the College.
realize that you elect the These include providing for
members of the Student both mutual and beneficial
between
Parliament? Do you know understanding
which member of Parliament students, faculty, and adfurthering
represents you? What are the ministration;
purposes of Student Govern- student welfare and interest;
supporting academic freedom
ment?
The purposes of the Student and responsibility along with
Parliament are many. Dne of student rights and obligations;
the most important is to seeking to define student intheir
evaluating
provide a responsible and terest,
effective student role in the problems and facilitating their
formation and application of development; and serving as
the official spokesman for
policies affecting students.
Presently this is accomplished students on matters of college
by student membership on concern.
college committees such as • If the members of ParCouncil, Athletic Policy, and liament are to define student
Convocations. These com- interest and serve as the
mittees help to determine the student's spokesman they
direction and regulations of the must know how the students
college. But in many areas feel. This includes writing or
student participation in college talking to your representative
governance is either limited or on.Parliament. Below you will·
non-existant. The Rhode Island- find a list of Parliament
College Council deals with members and the areas which
questions on student rights, the they represent. All can be
grading system, the academic contacted through the Student
calendar, and the appeal Parliament Office.
Another purpose of the
system for grades. This
is to
legislative body consists of Student Parliament
mostly enhance educational, social
members,
thirty
faculty, two of whom are and cultural opportunities of
student the students. The Parliament
The
students.
representation on this as well does this by financing
as other committees is token. organizations such as ComWith the coming of collective munity Service, The Anchor,
bargaining and a faculty union The Yearbook, Board of
there is an area where students Governors, Harambee, Fine
have little or no input. The Arts Series, Theatre, etc. But
ad- there is a problem: last year
union and college
ministration consult on many these different organizations
areas that affect students requested twice the amount of
including class size and money that the Parliament
academic freedom. The input expected to have for this year.
of students is necessary in Such programs as a proposed
Campus radio station were
these areas.
At a recent meeting, the completely abandoned because
Student Parliament has set as of lack of funds. To counter
one of its priority goals a study these shortages and facilitate
dealing with college gover- , budgetary matters President
nance. Possible alternatives to ' Kenneth D. Haupt has
the present system include the proposed 1) a raise in the
unionization of students; equal undergraduate student activity
of faculty. fee, 2) the extension of that f~
representation
administration, and students to all graduate and non-matnc
on all boards, councils and students, and 3) gain complete
committee's affecting all three control over the stuqent acgroups • and the strengthing of tivity fee. These propos·als are
Student Parliament by com- second on the priority list.
This is what the Student
plete independence from the
reasons for
college administration. What Parliament's
is your
Wh~t
are.
ex~s~ance
an
have
do you think? If you
idea or suggestion please opm1on?Future articles on the
the
include
contact the Office of the Parliament
Student Parliament, Room 310, structure on the organization
the and interviews with its ofIf
Union.
Student
Parliament is to represent you, ficers.

Move for Nixon's Impeachment
An on-campus group is in the
process of formation for the
purpose of raising public
support for the impeachment
of President Nixon. The group
will hold its first meeting
Monday, November 19_th,
Lounge E, Student Umon
Building, 7 p.m.
You can be involved in
seeing that a full inquiry into
the facts surrounding Nixon's
administrative practices are
carried out. The country
deserves to know the whole
truth and since Nixon is not
vol~teering information, the

impeachment procedure is
necessary to accomplish this.
There are too many questions
left unanswered.
spokesman
The group
suggests that each citizen s~nd
a letter or telegram to
Representatives and senators.
A public service telegram
costs $2.00for 15 words.
The followingmay be used as
a sample: .
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LIST OF MEMBERS

L. Arago - Foreign Languages
R. Auxier - At Large
K. Braz - At Large
K. Brown - At Large
D. Clott - Weber Dorm
R. Dannecker - Non Matric
P. DeBlois - Sociology
T. Duffy - Class '77
R. Ellis - At Large
M. Gagnon - Class '77
R. Gallison - Political Science
J. Gillen - At Large
J. Hasenfus - Economics
K. Haupt - History
L. Moniz - Foreign Languages
Dr. Paul Chasse of RIC (standing, right> served as chairperson of
R. Patenaude - Med. Tech.
lhe Workshop on French-Canada held last Saturday by the American and
M. Ritoli - English
Canadian French Cultural Commission of R.I. Dr. Rita Couture, aiso of
E. Quigley - At Large
RIC, served as consultant.
M. Salios - Med. Tech.
E. Schneider - Willard Dorm
B. Taft - Anthro Geo
B. Taillon - Elementary
Education
E. Theroux - Elementary
Education
Rhode Island College was recently awarded a one thousand
R. Trembley - Graduate
dollar grant in books by the Canadian Government at a reception
C. Winn - Political Science
hosted by the Department of Modern Languages for the newlyJ. Zangary - Industrial
assigned Consul-General to Boston, M. Jean-Louis Delisle.
Education
Consul General Delisle, who was welcomed to the campus by
D. McCool - Administration
the Vice President for Academic Affairs, Dr. Lenore DeLl}cia,is
B. Schiller - Faculty
a native of Quebec City, an Oxford graduate and a former
T. Ramsbey - Faculty
professor of Economics at Laval University.
R. Misenor - Alumni
Prior to his recent nomination to Boston, M. Delisle served in
Rio de Janiero, was a Charge d'Affairs in Warsaw, Cultural
Affairs Counselor in Paris, Ambassador to Costa Rica, Turkey,
and the United Nations in Geneva. He comes to New England
Silhouettes
after serving for three years as the Director of Academic
<Continued from P. 6)
Relations Service for the Department of External Affairs in
he turned to leave. "I'll meet • Ottawa.
in five
you downstairs
Consul Delisle addressed a gathering of faculty members
minutes." he added, and left. and students and expressed the wish that these books, which will
This was obviously another be distributed to the main library, the departmental library, and
case of terminal conversation individual instructors, will serve to foster a better international
that I found so often with Jake. understanding between those two North American neighbors.
Certain sorts of illogic are
Dr. Paul Chasse of the Modern Languages Dept. and a
impossible to argue with. I member of R.I.'s American and Canadian French Cultural
muttered this to myself as I Exchange Commission thanked M. Delisle for this generous gift
grabbed my knapsack and from the Canadian Government, escorted him to the Adam's
headed downstairs.
Library where Ms. Sally Wilson had prepared a Canadian Book
"You're late, but we'll let it Exhibit, and conducted a television interview at the WSBE Studio
go this time." Jake grinned for the program "Chez Nos Gens".
obnoxiously.He hadn't had any
Students from the ''French in North America'' Senior Seminar
doubt that I would show up group served as hostesses during the social hour which followed
eventually.
M. Delisle's address. They were: Kathy Colaluca, Elodie
"Jake," I said, "did you ever Thibodeau, Kris Foteson, Marcia Truesdale, Isabel Jankrowski,
hear it said that most people Elaine Pournaras, Lucille Lamarre, Melodee Hall, Sharon
don't like smug, obnoxious TnrP.nne. Helen Graves. Nancv Merceo. and Nancv Smith.
little bastards?"
He seemed to contemplate
the question for a moment,
them said seriously, "Is that a
from
line
famous
somewhere?"
I shook my head, no. He
knew it wasn't, and I was
getting aggravated. Then he
asked "Did I ever say it?"
I shook my head again. Of
course he'd never said it. Such
a thing would never have occured to him. I was beginning
to wonder where he was going.
Finally, as if ending the
matter for all time, he conCanadian Consul General in Boston, Mr. Jean-Louis Delisle preseii,11
cluded. "Well then, it couldn't
to Dr. Chasse the first of a $1000 collection of books donated to Rhode
possibly be true, could it?
Looking on are Luis Moniz,
"Of course not," I conceded, Island College by the Canadian Government. Sally
Wilson who prepared
representative, Prof. Rita Couture,
finally ·smiling and adding in student
the Canadian book display at Adams Library, Dr. Lenore DeLucia, Vice
my head, "you scrawny little President for Academic Affairs, and Dr. Larry Lindquist. Mr. Delisle
bastard, it does suit you well." was guest of the Department of Modern Languages on campus Wed:
• Frank E. Lee nesday, November 7.

Canada Donates Books
to RIC

Student Blue Cross Memhershi~.
Blue-Cross and Blue Shield of
Rhode Island are in the midst
Open
annual
. of their
Enrollment Campaign - a
once-a-year opportunity for
students to sign up for health
care coverage at special
reduced rates.
The special student program
is open to single and married

students who are enrolled in a
or
college
recognized
university on a full-time basis
and who are under age 26.

For complete "How to Join
Information" plus descriptions
of the benefits offered under
the student programs, call 8317300and ask for the Subscriber
Service Department or write
or visit Blue Cross and Blue
Shield at 444 Westminster
''INVOKE IMPEACHMENT FULL DISCLOSURE FACTS Mall, Providence, R.I. 02901.
Applications for membership
NIXON
(STOP)
PROCEDURE(STOP)MANY
until
will be accepted
(STOP)
NIL
CREDIBILITY
CRIMES"
"HIGH
POSSIBLE
(SIGNED) Jane-John Doe December 15, 1973.
<STOP) IMPORTANT HAVE·

Satean9
Rahanl
Divine Science of the Soul
the teaching of the living
MASTER SAINT
Sat Guru
~irpal Singh J.
a representative will speak on the,
sacred inner science as taught by all
great masters in all ages
"only a living master sainl can solve
the mystery of life"

S111.ay:Nor.18fll,
2:30p.m.

Lower Maning Chapel
Brown University
Questions and answers, no collections

for Juither information
call 884-9247
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Introduction:

The RIC Environmental

Education
Rhode Island College has
another committee, the Rhode
Island College Environmental
Education Committee. If you
don't believe in committees, ·or
if you feel that the many expressions of alarm regarding
ecology,
pollution,
environment, energy, or transportation - to name but a few
- are just so much noise, then,
this column will be of no interest to you.
We are clearly at a stage of
civilization which demands
more and more consciousness,
where individuals nave need of
access to an ever increasingly
complex' collection of information, and one which
demands a solid understanding
of the relationship of assump- .
tion and implication.
The complexity
of envir.onmental problems facing
tis demands an increased
awareness, much varied information, and a higher level
of "literacy." To this effect:
what is needed is the
forethought of careful planning, the intr.oduction of the
considerations
of many
academic disciplines, and the
examination of the collective
experience of individuals who
are willing to engage themselves in such an enterprise.
The need to understand the
effect of technology upon
society and upon nature and
the inherent interrelationship;
the need to know, with more
certainty, the permanent and
reversible- effects of environmental imbalance; the
need to be more fully conscious
of the political, social, and
philosophical aspects of th~

changing quality of life; the
need to rec,ognize the potential
crises resulting from human
misuse of the natural environment;
the nature of
Education's role, assuming
agreement of need, in shaping
values and attitudes - these
are some of the big questions.
Should preparing teachers
be required to take a course or
courses in environmental
areas; should environmental
concerns be part of K-12
curriculums;
should free
electives or mini-courses be
available; should the College
as an institution
set an
example by recycling its
refuse, expediting car pools, or
what not, should there be an
active interest emanating from
the college in matter of land
use planning, public construction, renewal projects,
the quality of air and wath,
etc., these are examples of
other questions.
There are many questions.
There are few answers. More
than any other insight, a little
time spent
on an environmental issue will afford
one a view of the complexity of
·a problem, the demands of
competing interests, and the
need for valid information.
Never before in history - to
be obviously trite about a very
real condition - ·have so many
been in need of knowing so
much about such a diverse and
complimentary collection of
issues.
I

It was with these thoughts in
mind th~t the creation of an

Environmental
Education
Committee was proposed by
Dr. Kauffman last December.
Dr. Willard acted upon this
request last Spring, and, since
that time, the Committee has
been working to define . the
broad
conqept
of environmental education.
The Committee presently
consists of thirteen members.
( A list of these members is
published separately from this
column.)
The College has a history of
interest in the environment.
The most immediate evidence
is the Biology Department.
Also, there have been a
number of environmental
general studies offerings.
Several
years
ago Jim
Bissland and Larry Sykes
organized an Ecology Day
featuring Barry Commoner. A
number of faculty and students
are members of Ecology
Action, as well as other
citizens' groups. The Board of
Governors several years ago
attempted to turn the wooded
area between Walsh parking
lot and the lot in front of the
Student Union into a park.
Over. the same time period,
private groups, such as the
Dame Farm and Ecology
Action, and individual teachers
have sought to present environmental concerns to the
public and to their students.
Certainly all these efforts
are commendable, but their
impact has been minimal. The

featuring

\

Naked Truth"
I

9 p.m. to 1 a.m.

November
Student

30

Adm. $1.00 RIC I.D.

Center
Schlitz draught

joined with the Ecology Action,
absence of greater public
the State Department
of
commitment and of larger
Education
and others to effect
arenas of discussion have
mitigated against them. Then, a state master plan for entoo, by their very nature these vironmental education; has
begun to work toward program
efforts have been fragmented
here at the
and arbitrarily cut off from one •. development
college, and has given a great
another.
deal of attention to the question
Clearly, there is a need for of the campus environment.
• Obviously, these are not
discussion and for the formulation of short and long expansive statements .. There
range efforts to insure that the is much to be done and mµch
world we inhabit r.etains those thought to be given to a whole
qualities we desire and that it range of interests involved. A
retains for future generations lot depends· upon the interest
as much variety and vitality as we, all of us TOGETHER, can
create and upon the support we
possible:
can muster.
This column is the fiirst of
what we hope will become a
For this year, the committee
weekly series. It is the first hopes to accomplish
the
public activity of a group following:
seeking to respond to the very
general ideas listed above. We
hope to involve as many people ~ 1. To work with the Master
as possible in activities of Plan consortium to complete a
mutual design and to en- planning document for encourage a greater level of vironmental education.
discussion and participation.
.While we anticipate that our
2. To continue and expand
committee will supply many of the Committee's efforts for a
the columns, we· hope that stable field site in the Snake
many
free
lance
~n- Den area.
vironmentalists will use this
3. To develop a philosophy
space to share their experience
and program package for
with all of us. ~
adoption by the College, and
The committee has met as a
group eight times since its • 4. To seek to develop and
appointment. There have been improve the campus en• numerous other smaller group vironment.
meetings·. to assess specific
items and to follow through on
We invite your comments
certain committee concerns. and participation. The degree
To date, the committee has to which our efforts include
drafted a planning document your concerns and energy is up
for the Snake Den Area of to you. We hope your choice
Johnston. Rhode Island; has will be an active one.

John Thornley, at present
the Obly Chess Master from
Rhode Island, will hold a
. simultaneous exhibition at
Rhode Island College on
Sunday, DeS!ember9. A total of
40 tickets will be available to
those interested
in participating in the simultaneous
exhibition. ( Some spectator
tickets will also be available at
25¢ each. Tickets are $1.50 for
RIC affiliates and $2.00 for all
others.
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missed you and you would like
to compete, please see Dr.
Patrucco ( Gaige 116) so that
you may be considered for
these teams.

RESEARCH
Thousands of Topics
$2.75 per page
Sendfor your up-to-date,160-page,
mail order catalog.Enclose$1.00
to cover postage1deliverytime is
1 to 2 days).

• RESEARCH
ASSISTANCE,
INC.
11941WILSHIRE
BLVD.,
SUITE#2
LOSANGELES,
CALIF.90025
(213)477-8474or 477-5493

Tickets for the exhibition
will b~ available in Gaige 250
- on Wednesday, November 14,
and • the 21st, or directly
through Dr. Patrucco;s office
( Gaige 116). Tickets will be
• available to the public after
November 21st.
The Rhode Island Chess
Club, as a result of its tournament earlier this year, was
able to establish a rather
nebulus rating
structure
among competing players. We
know, however, that we were
not able to solicit all the chess
players on campus ( graduate,
undergraduate, and faculty).
Presently we are formulating
teams to enter into competition
in the Rhode Island Chess
Association. ( Most games are
to be played on Friday
evenings or Sundays, once a
week in the second and third
level competition.) If we have

Our research material is sold for
research assistance only.

BROTHERS
of the
SACRED HEARl
a community
of professed
Christians
committed to
LOVE

and
SERVE
YOUth
in education
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For Information
Write to:
VOCATION CENTER.
Cor Jesu Terrace
Pascoag, R. I. 02859
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It's Cosmic! It's Comet Kohoutek!

MONEY

<Charts reorinted by permission from SKY Al\D TEL ESCO PE)

Perhaps once in a lifetime,
an astronomical spectacle like
Kohoutek occurs. It's the kind
of event that makes skywatchers out of all of u_s.
What it's all about is the
eminent appearance of one of
the largest comets to approach
the sun in centuries. And at its
brightest, Kohoutek will be
brighter than the full moon and
will extend its tail over onesixth to one-third of the dome
of the sky. It is likely that it will
be fully visible during the
.
daytime.
Like all other comets,
Kohoutek is comprised of
nearly nothing, just a collection of frozen gases and liquids
that spend most of their time
following their eccentric
( elliptical) orbits in the far
reaches of space. Most of a
comet's life is spent in this
. nearly total state of obscurity.
However, as a comet enters the
planetary limits of the solar
system and begins to approach
a
the sun, it achieves
prominence rivaled by few
celestial bodies.
The pressure of the sun's
radiation pushes molecules
from the head of the comet,
forming what we see as a tail.
The radiation also causes the
agitation of these molecu~es,
setting them into vibration,
thus causing them to give off a
luminescence. This is the key
to the spectacle.
Kohoutek is the sixth comet
of 1973, officially designated
1973f. However, the much
warmer name, Kohoutek, was
given in honor of the first
person to detect its presence,
L ubos Kohoutek of the •
Hamburg Observatory, who
spotted it as a tiny speck last
March. Since then, observers
all over the world have been
spotting and
periodically
losing sight of the comet, occasionally getting very humble
photographs of it as it makes
its way towards the sun.
Among the information
scie_ntistshave begun to gather
about Kahoutek is that its total
orbit takes at least one million
years •to complete. Brian
Marsden of the Smithsonian
Observatory
Astrophysical
SKY AND
in
reports
TELESCOPE that "the orbit
of Comet Kohoutek is ina
from
distinguishable
parabola; if it is an ellipse, the
period is probably greater than
a million years." If Kohoutek's
orbit is a parabola and not an
ellipse, Kohoutek is only
passing through and will never
again be seen by Earth.
If you wish to begin watching
for Kohoutek, you may begin in
mid-November - by using
or a smaller
binoculars
telescope and peering at the
southwest portion of the sky.
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AND STAFF;
two student
publications, our working budget
has been cut. Thus, we, are asking
you ( since you do not pay a students•
activity fee and thus do not contribute to our support), to subscribe.
It will cost you $2.50 a year. In return, you will receive 27 issuesof the
ANCHOR delivered swiftly to you
through the campus mail. It's the
best way of finding out what the kids
,
are thinking, if at al I.
PLEASE RETURN THE FORM
\
TO:
call
or
Bldg.
S.U.
ANCHOR,
THE
. e~ds. 311 or 471. •
DEAR FACULTY
1
L ike the , other
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On November 20th, Kohoutek
will be 5 degrees south of the
almost new moon at about 11
p.m. Greenwich Time. Early
observation will be greatly
aided by the application of
considerable patience, the
choice of a good location,
preferably as far away from
city lights as . possible, qnd
good weather.
' As Kohoutek approaches the
sun, the angle of difference
between it and the sun will
grow smaller and smaller and

NOTICE
.

.

Domenic Coppolino, M.D
Consulting Psychiatrist,
will have office hours at the
Campus Health Center,

by Appointment,
_Mondays1 :oo -_5:oo· p.m..
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Political Science
Column
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the time difference between
sunset and Kohoutek-set will
likewise diminish. This will
continue_until Christmas Eve,
when Kohoutek will make its
closest approach to the sun,
passing at a distance of about
13.2 million miles. Its length
will be relatively short ·c9.9
degrees of the arc of the sky)
and its closeness to the sun will
make it relatively difficult to
be seen.
But then, it will really begin
to put on a show as its length
will increase to 16.1degrees by
January 3. On January 23rd,
when Kohoutek makes its
closest approach to the earth
( over fifty million miles) , •its
tail will arc for over 53
degrees. It will peak in length
between February 12 and 22
when it will stretch 68.1
most
these
ffuring
prominent viewing periods,
little· needs to be said to aid in
identification. It should be
quite easy to look up and say,
Kohoutek!"
"T.here's
However, it might b.e weil
that
advice
taken

In a continuing . effort to p.m. All Political Science
majors and minors are expromote student awareness
and involvement in the ac- pected to take the opportunity
tivities of the Political Science to vote. •
The Political Science Student
department, there will be a
and
weekly column in the Anchor. Advisory Committee
faculty would like to take this
Members of the Political
- Science Student Advisory opportunity to thank Mike
our Ryan for his work and sincere
and
Committee
in Student dedication much progress has
representatives
Parliament will contribute to made in our department.
On the first Tuesday of every
the column. We will bereporting on the most recent month the Student Advisory
and upcoming events in the Committee will hold a rneeting
with Political Science majors
department.
The Department of Political and minors and all interested
Science has announced the students in the department. We
resignation of Mike Ryan as a are interested in hearing
and
complaints
member,, of the Student student
An suggestions concerning the
Advisory Committee.
election to fill the seat will be department. Our first meeting
held on November 26, 27and 28. on November 6 was a success
The Student Advisory Com- and all proposals have been
mittee has undertaken revision • forwarded to the department
further
for
of the electoral process. In the chairman
past, a major's vote carried discussion at the departmental
• twice the weight of a minor's meeting.
vote. To correct the inIn conclusion, this will be the
consistency, all votes will be
weighed equally. The balloting basic format of the column,
will take place in Craig-Lee possibly with some variations.
Also, to the Political Science
217, the political science
lounge, from 9_:00a.m. to 4:00 people, don't forget to vote.
photographers should ask for
good tripods for Christmas and
should stock up on Tri-X and
Royal-X film.

earth passed through the tail of
Halley's Comet.
Considering the fact that
many religions have spring up
for less cause, it is surprising
Comets have often struck that religious connotations
horror in the minds of men. have not yet been applied.to the
They were said to presage Comet Kohoutek. Certainly we
wars and pestilence. They live in troubled times, with
were blanketed in mythology. very little freedom from
They were the objects of fear turmoil. And Kohoutek is
and considered signs of_godli coming so close to Christmas.
such It may be too early yet - after
And
retribution.
emotions are not limited to all, it is difficult to worship
primitive cultµr~s. Many in- what is still just a fuzzy speck
telligent people felt the world in the eyepiece of a 61-inch
would end in 1910 when the telescope.
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Campus Crier
What You Read Here Is Official
it might also ~e important).
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CAREER DISCUSSION GROUPS
ALUMNI LOUNGE
'\

November 20 - Trin_ity Square Repertory Co. - David
Wynn - 1:00
Employs: theat~r and speech m~jors

HH; HHOTIIEHS nt>t>dt>dto work
with t•molionall~· disturht>d and
• rt•tardt>d ~·ouths. If inh'rt>slt•d
l"Ontact
.Jo-:\nn.
('om.munilv
St•n·kt• Offict• S.l'. :w-t or call t'~-:i0a. Your lwlp is urgt>ntl)( nt>t>ded.

FOH S.-\LE: Slt>n•o, ('01111>ont•nts. COLEMA~
LANTERN:
Never
1.i-lO j1t>rl't•nl off list. :\lost major used. Perfect condition. $ 12. 726brands: T\''s and l'akulators also 25-H.
a\' a i la hit•.
E n•ryl h ing
full\'
guaranlN•d. ('all Enfilt· at 71i!l-a-t07. GREAT cameras at great prices.
Minolta sets. Contact Kathy by
\\'.-\:\TED: Pt>oplt> st'rioush
in- dropping a note in the S box at the
lc•rt•stt-d in paraps_n-holog_\· a,;d tht• Information Desk.
\'Ol,l":\TEEHS
:\EEDED·
Tht> on·ult. ('omt• lo PIHO lllt't'lings
l>a\'inl'i ('1.'nlt>r, a non-profi.l, non- t:\·t•r~ Tut>sda\ nitt'. 7 ::IO p.m .. \'. W. I !li0 Hl' G, beige, good condition. Asking $1250. Call Susan
polilic-<1! organization. is looking Sludt•nt l 'nion.
for volunlt>t>r wailrt'sst>s for tht>ir
Dolce aft<>r a p.m. 521-9057.
\\'.-\:\TED:
Ht'allt•
~:\lonthh
senior citizt>ns' "l\lt>als In .-\ Social
\lagazi1ws. \\'ill huv or lradt' ro·r FOR SALE : Amp. Baldwin, 2
Setting" onct> a month for :1 hours.
llwm . .-\sk for .John. lli:l-!Uli-1.
. channt>I 100 Watt. inputs 200.Bass,
Location: Giuliano's Ht>staurant.
Trt>IJlt', Tr.-mole Reverb Mike
:1!1:1Charles St.. Pro\'idenct> ( IO \\':\:\TED:
Ht>atlt> :\laniacs
to ,\KG. Hardly used -t s. - 6 months
min. fro·m JU('L Time: from 11 tradt>, st>II. corrt'spond into 0°n tht>
old. Excellent condition. -l:U-!1:108.
a.m. to 2 p.m. If intnestt>d, call , good old days. -tli:1-!llli-t.
8:11-1010 from !Ia.m. to 12·noon. Ask
FOR SALE : 12) suitcase Type 8
for Cathy. This is no joke, wt>need
For Salt>: l!lfii lntt>rnational Mt>tro track tape players. Can work on
h.elp!
\'ai1 St>lf-contained Campt>r
hattt-rit's or 110 rnlt. Asking $25.00
WANTED: To rent or buy. A small
S~t>eps• -t. _Toilet and complete
or best offer. Call 72:l-920:lafter 5.
used refrigerator in goo d running
k1t-chen. !'.e~ tires and battery.
Call 722-:l:181i
up to 5. Ask for Rich.
condition.
Conta·ct Ginger
in Call Hill llutchinson - Ext. 271 or
Willard J2-!I or call extension li!II. 2i-t • 256:1.
SITTERS Wanted For famili~s
Wantt>d:
"Oldies
but
Goodies"
with Ht>tarded childrt>n. Warwick
Donations Needed: The Da Vinci
East -(_irt>enwich_Art>~.- For inCenter is asking for donations of -t5's, rnck, soul, country, pop, etc.
l!la5-1!172.Many titles wanted for
formatron and mtt>rv1ew please
yarn and arts '& crafts materials
,·t>ry.large collection. Call Paul 942_ - call Craig Cole 7:Ul-2!ttl2,Mondays for their senior citizens program.
_2-8, Fridays 12--t.
,\ny donations
would. be ap- 022:1.
0

November 21 - Peerless - Ra_lphFederman - 2: ooEmploys: grads with degrees in various fields.
November Zl ~ J. Howard King, Inc. - (advertising)
Vincent Cimini - 1:00
Employs: art a~d English majors
November 28 - Ciba-Geigy Chemical Corp.
Dr. Stan
Stafiej - 2 :00
Employs: computer ·sciences medical technology,
chemistry and biology majors. '

• There are three positions open to students on the
Student Activities Governing Effort (S.A.G.E.) One student \Vhois the President, Vice-President,
Secretary, or Treasurer of a student organization.
Two students at large.
,,.
For, information and-or applicati_on contact Margi
Hea!y or Dick Thomas, Office of Student Activities, extension 488.

tennis champ
Death rattle
Use (Lat. infin.)
Jacob's twin
Arabian gulf
Carpet
Tennis star
Evonne
18 Male chauvinist
tennis pro
20 Trading center
21 California city
(ab.)
22 Melody
23 Asian country
27 Barbary -29 Your (Fr.)•
30 Cattle center
31 Symbol: selenium
32 Duct
•
33 Word with
- -ing
or spelling
34 Form of the
verb "to be"
35 Burt Reynolds,
for one
37 All -· one!
38 The Great
Emancipator
39 --the Red
40 Wapiti
41 American
League (ab..)
42 Inlet
44 Tennis ace
Rod-47 Public
declaraJion
51 Suffix used
.to form
feminine nouns
52 WWII surrender
Jjte
53 Certain Greek
letters
54 Word ending
with picker or
wit
55 Teenagescourge
56 ~ind
57 Dutch city
8
12
13
14
15
16

-articles
3 Move from
side to side
4 Barrels
5 Combining
form: equal
6 Mother-in-law
of Ruth, et.al.
7 On the throat
8 Predecessor of
30
jazz
32
9 "Much -- about
Nothing"
33
10 Masculine
nickname
11 School subject
36
. (ab.)
17 Symbol: silver
37
19 State (ab.) •
"38
22 Roman· bronze
24 Egyptian sun god 40
25 Melville's
captain
41
26 Reputation
27 Tennis star
.43
Arthur
44
2a-A n,;,ble
45
29 Color

Over (poet.)
46 Network
Pasteur's
47 Extinct bird •
48 Kind of welder
discovery
American editor 49 Feminine
nickname
and author
50 Toy
1863-1930
Note of the
scale
Plump
Pertaining
to the abdomen
Tennis flash
Chris
Hope of
inebriates (ab.)
Preposition
Mislay
Wife of
Geraint

preciated and can be left in the box
FOH SALE:
l!Hi!! PI~·mouth
(iARJ>EN HOSE. i5 feet. Excellent
in the Community Services Office"
HoadrunnH. -t 1o;pt>t>d.Good con5ondition. $2. 721i-2547.
in the Student Union. Thank You
~ition. :\lust sell. ('all 2:11--t:12:1.
CHAIR.
Wooden
for, desk.
MEALS On Wheels urgently needs Excellent sh_ape. $2. 726-254t.,
FOR SALE: Panasonic Al\-1-Fl\l
\'Olunteers to deliver hot lunches to
with Garrad
Stert>o ('asst>ttt'
SKIS. M_etal, downhill Rossignols;
Monday
homebound~
elderly.
Turntablt> and -t Spt'akt>rs. ,\sking
$:!:i0. -tli:l-!11
li-t.
through • Friday <pick your own with poles. 210 cm (82 inches).
Excellent
condition; Need bin- .
day> approx.,t t :30 to t :30. Call ex.
Group
available for rarti~s.
Hock
dings. $20. 726-2547.
:i0a or contact Jo-Ann ('ommt1mty
dances, concerts, ~tc. Call Joe :s5tService Office S.ll. :io.i.
SOFA. Modern, 90 inches long, rust -ta:>o.
~
color, back and seat cushions, very
FOH S.-\LE: TdumphTR6. ~-t-Uow.
comfortable. $65. 726-2547.
TIIE TALENT Search Program is
nt'\\' t•n~iut•. ~ood top, 5 widt'
seeking
volunteer
tutors
for
VANITY DRESSER. Ma·h9gany, -t
radials: askin~ SllitHI. :\lichat>I at
students, grades. 8 through 12. Any drawers. 4H x 19 inches. Excellent.
:!7:!--1:i!II or :;:11 campus.
$7. 726-2547.
hours. convenient for you. Your
assistance is appreciated.
U inFOR SALE: 1971 - Green VW l<'OR SALE: Refrigerator, $25.00.
terested. please fill out a form and
Exce:tent condition, low mileage' Ca_ll 861-6991after 4:00 p.m.
leave in the Upward Bound Office,
<27,CIOO),
asking $2200. For further
Craig Lee 128 or Special Services,
Craig Lee 061. For additional in- - infotmation,. contact Freda at ext. · TOYOTA Snow Tires, used one
502 or at 421-8:l56.
winter. two for $25. Call Carmela
formation, contact Gwen Chandler
Burke, 351-5469.
at 274-2121.
GRILL.
Round
CHARCOAL
PHOTOGRAPHY:
Portraits,
FOR SALE: VW, 1962, excellent
st and-up, with electric ,rotar;
Candids, Children's,
Weddings.
body, fair tires, motor needs work,
skewer. Excellent. $2. 726-2547.
etc. Call Jon McNally 461-5178.
$100.00. Call 231-4469 after 7 p.m.
ask for Jay.
LOST : A crystal stone pendant,
SLED. Children's. 36 i~ches long.
with silver cha.in. Lost Friday
$1.50. 726-2547.
WANTED: Pe.ople to go to the
October 26, somewhere on campus.
Boys' and Girls' Training Schools
Contact Jan at 8:ll-967:J,._Rewar~ ..
for tutoring and group work and
NOTE to all classified-1>ubscribers:
recreational
programs.
Contact
ELAINE: You are my _sun, my Have lost many of your original
Jeanine Rondeau, Jericho Society,
moon and my stars. Forgive me insertion orders. Therefore if you
Student Union No. 304, ext. 505.
because I need you. I can't go on want your ad dropped, please
without you. I'll flunk out of school
notify as soon as possible.
if you don't take me_back. Save me
from becoming a bum.
FOR SALE: Two snow tires, F7814, . four ply nylon, used apFREE CATS: very nice. One Tom
proximately six months; mounted
' cat, tiger altered; one female on steel rims; will fit 68-74 Fairlane
angora mottled calico. House cats
or Torino (except GT) and 68-74
that don't go outside. Good companions, friendly. 723-8340 or 728- Falcon or Mustang (except GT).
$19 for the pair, call ext. 585 or 7512924, please act quickly. They need
0677.
homes now.
FOR SALE: 4 Patriots tickets - FOR SALE:· gold 1971 Aslung,
(adjacent seats) for December 2nd
$600.00. Call-738-1876,ask for Brian.
game at Foxboro against the San
Diego Chargers. Price is $7.ooper
ticket. Contact Mike B. at 949-3109.
FOR SALE: 1971~lymouth Fury II
(grey, ex-State Police Cruiser), 440
cubic inch engine, good tires,
power disc brakes,
spotlight
(amuse
your- friends),
comfortable, good interior,
bucket
seats. Maximum speed, 130 mph +
excellent running condition, tape
deck and speakers (good). $650 or
best offer!!! It can't hurt to call.
Contact John Barker, 683-2536 ,or
Jeff Heiser 861-0266.

Distr. by Pu.zzres, Inc. No. 111 «:1•

WATER BED consisting of a
heater, liner, Queen· size mattress
and raised finished frame. For
s~le, call 942-2257.

·20.
,w.,.,.,,.
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AnlngoPreminger
Production
• Color De_Luxesi~RI
Panav1s1on~
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'SISTERS
PICK UP
SIS'.tERS-

8.0.G.Pre11nt1
~ Sunday,lo,1111ber
18
8 p.111.
Gai11luditori1111
,
75~ with RIC 1.D.

$1 .:Q9wi.thout
•
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.Elementary
School
Tour '73

,,

On Thursday, November 8,
1973, the R.I.C. Dance Company along with many Health
Education
and Physical
majors participated in five
performances at various local
schools. They
elementary
were: Nayatt School; West Elementary;
Barrington
Primrose School ; and two
MOVIES
performances at Peck School.
RIC
The dances performed by the
November 18
education majors
Physical
M-A-S-H-Gaige Hall 8 p.m., Admission$ .75 with RIC I.D., were
"TINIKLING", "VE
If you are going ANYWHERE, at any time, this service is for you. It
$1.00 without
DAVID", and of course the is free, accessible and reaches a lot more people than a note on a bulletin
November 25
"SQUARE DANCE''. Many of board. To participate, please furnish the following information: 1) Are
The Clowns, Gaige Auditorium 8 p.m., Admission$ .75 with the children took part in the you a driver or rider?·2) Where are you going from and to? 3) When are
you going? 4 > Are you willing to share expenses? 5) Who are you and .
RIC I.D., $1.00 without
three dances causing much where
can you be rea<:hed? Notices will be nm for two weeks only un1..
November 28
excitement among them. The ren~ed. Aga~n. the_se_rviceis free and will allow you tQ reach a large
Night at the Opera, Gaige Hall 7:30, Admission$ .75
physical education majors who audience and 1s not hm1ted to commuting back and forth from RIC. The
P.C.
performed on the tour were:
responsibility for the smooth operation of the service rests with the
November 15, 16, 17, 18
Jane Bardsley, Jane Basler, , participants and not with the Anchor.
Butterflies Are Free, 8:00 p.m., Stephen Hall, Admission
Ed Berry, Sharn Butz, Charlie
•
$1.00
Carreiro, Kerry Curran, Ann
Dolan, Elaine Fox, Jane
Garland, Carrie Glenn, Linda
PRODUCTIONS
Godfroy, Nancy Maddocks,
I<'romRIC to Warwick. Will
Leaving West Warwick for
RIC
Joe
.
Masterson,
Michael
expenses. Anytime after
share
and
M.on.
classes
a.m.
00
11:
18
November
Tosca by the Goldovsky Opera Theatre, Roberts Hall, 8 p.m., McFadden, ·Paulette Olsen, Tues. and 10:00 a.m. classes these hours: Mon.-4 p.m.,
Dennis Orr, Joe Pavone,
on Wed. and Fri. Leaving RIC Tues.-12 noon, Wed. and
. _ Admission $1.00 with RIC I.D.
Jeffrey Pope, Sue Remieros,
Mon. and Thurs. at 3: 00 p.m., Thurs.-2 p.m., Fri.-3 p.m. Call
BROWN
Karen
Richards,
T.
Dennis
Tues. 4: 00 p.m., Wed. 12 noon, Frank at 828-92~7.
November 16, 17
Fri. 1: 00 p.m. Call Ann at 821Chile Woman: A Showoff by Rites and Reason Theatre Stefanik, Tom Thatcher, Janet
From to RIC to New York
Walker, Lee Walker, Colleen 1332Group, 8:30 p.m., Churchill House, 155 Angell Street
on Friday, November 2 or
City
Wedgemont, and Joe Zabbo:
TRINITY SQUARE REPERTORY THEATRE,
Saturday, November 3. Will
RIC,
·for
Side
East
Leaving
Until November 18
Contact
The R.I.C. Dance Company Mon. at 8 p.m. Call Will, 331- Share expenses.
Upstairs Ghost Dance, Downstairs Brothers to Dragon, 8:00
Weber
R,
Suite
Sickles
Steven
"PROGRAf\1MED
performed:
0008.
p.m. and 2:30 p.m., Wed., Sat. and Sun. Matinees - all
Hall at 831-9505.
DANCE"
"CHAIR
PLAY"
1
reserved seats
Leaving University. Heights
"IN LOVE AGAIN" "LOVE
$4.00 General admission $2.00, student admission one-half DUET",
'
From RIC to Warwick. Will
area for RIC, Mon. tl:iru Wed.
ROLLERS",
"HOLY
downstairs,
$3.00
for
purchased
be
may
hour before curtain
share expenses. Mon. 2 p.m. or
11 a.m. class.es q11<l, Thurs.
for
BAPTIST".
"SOUTHERN
and
~
upctairs--and Fri. for 10 a.m. classes. later; Tues. 5 p.m. or later;
The dancers were: Diane
CURTIS PLAYHOUSE
Leaving RIC for University Thurs. 7 p.m. or later. Call
Baccarri,
David
Altruda,
November 9-11
Heights, Mon., Tues., Thurs., Linda 737-2810.
Dooley,
Chris
Cusick,
Debbie
Butterflies Are Free, 8: 15 p.m. Slater Park. Pawtucket
Frank
4 p.m. Wed. and Ffii. after
after
Farrissey,
Colleen
Tickets $2.50
2 p.m. Call Rachel at 351-3679. To RIC from either ElmMcDdWell, Cheryl Norvell,
wood ( near -400's) of Hun-·
Steve Oliver, Paula Rocha,
ington Ave. Contact Sunny
Catherin_eSarnosky, and Terry Leaving Attleboro,
Mon.
CONCERTSAND MIXERS
by
preferably
Mancinelli
Viens. Rosemary Nocera also through Fri. for 9 a.m. classes.
\ RIC
a member of the Dance Leaving RIC Mon., Tues., & student mailbox or 941-2814.
November 20 .
Company assisted Dr. Melcer Thurs., at 3 p.m. Wed. at 5 p.m.
New Music Ensemble Concert Roberts, Room 137, 1 p.m., as the Technical D~rector.
and Fri. at 2 p.m. Call 222-3138, Need ride to and from New
Admission $6.00
York City this (leave Fri.
ask for Alice.
•
BROWN
night, Nov. 16; return Sun.
The variety of dances,
November 16
night, Nov. 18) and Thanksranging from comedy, folk and
Bette Midler 8 p.m. Admission $6.00
giving weekend. (Leave Weds.
modern brought about the
November 16
from the the principals and teachers night, Nov. 21; return Sun.
same reaction
PC Mixer, 8:00 p.m., Alumni Hall Cafeteria
regardless of age. spoke enthusiastically of the night, Nov. 25). Please call
children
VETERANS MEMORIALAUDITORIUM
Their attention ranged from program and asked for a Dale (day) 831-6600,ext. 488
November 17
(night) 751-7725. Share exattention to awe or from return engagement. Remarks
rapt
R.I. Philharmonic Orchestra 8:30 ·p.m., Tickets $6.00 - $5.00 sipiles to bursts of laughter. such as, "I've never seen the penses and driving.
November 23
, The program included op- children sit so qµietly for so
George Jones and Tammy Wynette Sho_w,7 p.m. and 10 p.m. portunities for the children to long'.', "I had no idea how so
Ride wanted from East Side
Tickets $5.00 and $6.00
volunteer to dance folk dances •much they would enjoy a dance to RIC and from RIC to East
.November 24
with the. Physical education program", and "I was sur- Side. I'll give the exact times
Tony Bennett and the Berklee School Jazz Orchestra, 8 p.m. majors.
prised to- see how many when you contact me. Mary,
PROVIDENCE CIVIC CENTER
children wanted to participate 751-1653.
November 22
One of the teachers came up !n dancing."
From RIC to Pawtucket on
Edgar Winter Group, 8 p.m. Tickets $4.00, $5.00 and $6.00
Dr. Melcer after the perto
Monday at 6: 30 p.m. Call 723November 24
By bringing d~mce into
9796 after 5: 00 p.m. Ask for\
The Fifth Dimension and Johnny Nash, 8 p.m. Tickets $4.50, formance saying her childrena
Dr. °Linda.
schools,
elementary
wanted to give the Company
$5.50, $6.50
standing ovation. In all schools Melcer wishes that every
PALACE CONCERTTHEATRE
Ride wanted to Winstonschool student be aware of the
.
November 17 ,
N. Carolina on or soon
Salem,
in
those
especially
Arts
Fine
Dick Van and the Dykes and Street Noise afid the Live and
after Dec. 17th. Call 831-9281,
plays
movement
body
which
$5.50
Wire Group, 8 p.m. Tickets $4.50 and
Linda lB.
an important role.

Around the ToWn

TRUCKING

Drivers

~~--•'l'O

''.

Riders

DictionariesWebster

SPEAKERS
RIC
November 16
Mr. Eric Parsloe of Oxford University speaks on The Oxford
Union - Cradle of British Politics Faculty Center, 1 p.m.
RIC
Coffeehouse, 1st floor Student Union, November 16 and 17 8
'
p.m. to 1 a.m. Admission $ .50
LATEADDITION
RIC
November 20
Thanksgiving treat, 1 p.m. S.U. Ballroom FREE cider and
donuts, sponsored by BOG.
BRYANT
November 16
Student Senate Mixer, 9:00 p.m., Rotunda

Library size 197:ledition,
brand new, still in box.
Cost New $45.00

Will Sell for $15
Deduct to% on orders
of 6or more

Make Checks Payable to
DICTIONARY LIQUIDATION
and mail to
' TORONTO
DOMINION CENTRE
Suite 1400, 14th Floor
55 King Street West
Toronto, Ontario, M5K 1B7
(' .O.D. orders enclose $ 1.00 good will
plus C .O.D.
d,•11osit. Pa:,, balance
ship11ing on delivery. Be satisfied on
inspection or return within 10 days for
full refund. No dealers, each volume
s1wcifically stamped not for resale.
Pleas,· add $1.25 postage and handling,

Tony Bennett at Vet's,
Nov. 24th
Tickets will be $10.00, $8.00
Tomorrow (Friday) is the
last day to apply for student and $6.00,and are available at
Ticket Ladds, the Echo and the Roth
through
subsidy
Endowment for_ the concert, Ticket Agency.
Tony Bennett,
featuring
Ticket Endowment subsidy
popular song stylist, and the
Berkee College Concert Jazz may be,obtained by contacting .
Ms. Billie Burrill in Walsh
Orchestra.
Mr. Bennett will appear at Center before tomorrow. The
Memorial
subsidy will be $3.QOper ticket
the Veterans'
Auditorium on November 24th for student, half the price of the
.at ·8:00 p.m.
lowest priced seat.
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Anchor Staffers Place in Local Contests

Reprinted By Permission From The Rhode Islander.

1

'Sumrrier Dream' is the title James
Lastowski of Johnston gave tpis composition,
created by pasting together two slides
he took the same morning in Bristol, near
Roger Willia~s College. A Rhode Island
native, Mr. Lastowski is a junior at ,
Rhode Island College, majoring in speech .and
communications: /He has been taking pictures
(mostly color) for two and a half years.

Reprinted By Permission
From The Providence Visitor

AMNESTY
WHY? The legal and religious grounds for granting amnesty.
•FOR WHOM? Who would be affected by an amnesty,
HOW? What ~an we do to promote amnesty?

AN EDUCATIONAL A:ND ACTION CONFERENCE
SPEAKERS:

Henry Schwarzchild: Director, American Civil Liberties Union
.
project on amnesty.
John Cupples: Amnesty organizer in New England for Clergy and
•
Laity Concerned.
Bruce Roberts: Coordinator, Rhode Island Vietnam Veterans
Against the War.

~

THE WINNERS - Mary Elizabeth Paolino of Prout Memorial High School is presented with
third prize for her essay iii the contest on Nicholas Copernicus, while first-prize winner Steven·
Baginski of Johnston High Sc_hool,looks on. _The_contest sponsored by the Polonia Coordinating
Committee of Rhode Island, was judged by Kenneth F. Lewalski of Rhode Island College, on the
right, and two other professors. Rev. Frederick V. Slota, pastor of St. Adalbert's in Providence is
.
,
on the left.
First prize was $100,sec6nd prize, won by Jocelyn Johnson of North Providence High School, was
phonograph records from Poland, and third prize was books of Poli!h hi&to'l'.~d cul~ure.

Saturday, November 17
First Unitarian Church
I Benevolent Street
Providence
9: 30 a.m. to 5: 00 p.m.
$2.00Registration fee
This conference is being sponsored by the American Friends Service Committee in
cooperation with the Rhode Island Affiliate of the American Civil Liberties Union, the
Social Responsibility Committee of First Unitarian Church, and Rhode Island Vietnam
Veterans Against the War. For more information, call: 461-0415or 751-4488.
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Civil Service

·Steak&Brewis...
Ste!k&Penple,
·I( Shrimp
J( ,&Talk,·
II' FiletMiRnon
~;
J~
e
l)r
~ &Fu~_, .
~
Stecikburgers
• {
l:( &Laughter .
ll

Announces

J

Deadline

THERE'S ONLY

:E WAY
..-···.··.-·
..··'TO ROLL YOUR '
SMOKES!

The U.S. Civil Service
Commission announced today
-the filing deadlines for 1974
_ ~summer jobs with Federal
THE ORIGINAL
agencies. Those who file by
DOUBLE WIDTH
November 23 will be tested beI ROLLING
PAPER
tween January 5 and 26; by
December
28,
between
Ask for E.-Z WIDER at you..I_local store
February 2 · and 16; and by
January 25, between January
257PARKNENUESOUlburton
r-NJ YORK.NYlCDlO
assocot.05 Ltd
23 and March 9, at locations
convenient to them.
·----------··-The Commission said the
Th~ U.S. Postal Service is summer employment with the
earlier a student files and
fakes the test, the greater the not participating in the sum- Postal Service should be
chances for employment. Each mer employment examination directe~ to the post office
summer about 10,000 positions fnr 1974. Inquiries r.e1:rnrding where employmenf is desired.
are filled from a pool of more
than 100,000 eligibles. About
Kicked Out
8,000 of these are clerical jobs,
and approximately 2,000 are .
·l • .<cont. from pg. 2)
aides in engineering and
1 (;
~
science occupations.
Portugal, Chile, South Viet-- We charge:
Complete instructions for nam, etc. •
l.
Violation of the
filing and information on opdemocratic rights of the
At home, life isn't "peaches American people.
_ .
portunities
available
are an d cream" either. Prices and • 2. Waging of unJ·ust, un, '
in CSC ancontained
l
c. TlleGrl'a_te.•$t ·Ea·tinBgO&Vl(),inDkil11g.PuclJIB·icHouseEver~j\
1;
nouncement No. 414, Summer rising
~e~ployment
are are
constantly
wars, dictatorships
support of
while wages
frozen, declared
corrupt miliatry
Jobs
in
Federal
Agencie~,
buildin
Ji
which may be obtained from
• g unrestricted profits and military interventions.
1195.DOUOLAS
AVE. ·
-·;-;,;-, '
Federal
Job Information
for the monopoly corporations
3. Political repression of
_ .\~ __
.:
1:.
ITT. Phases
I to IV gave Blacks, Latins, other third
Centers,·
most
•college like
thi
ki
(....01) 353-2200.
no · ng to wor ng people, and world peoples and all others
-·,
every th"mg to t he ruling class. who oppose administration
•
placement
offices;
or
from
the
1
·
f
Civil Service Commission,
Thes t ory Of R"IChar d Nixon is policies.
Washington, D.C. 20415•
the story of calculated lies,
4. Sabotage of federal
_
1
1
Present your L D.card
Unlike its practice in pa~t political repression, cronyism, elections.
·t f
years, the_Commiss1·onwill not ahd private gain. This is
- 5. Unauthorized
wire
w11 er or
·
brought tO us packag-t::U
•-...1
• and surve1·11
to "Our
/ . automatically send forms to
~
as ta ppmg
ance.
1
11)'
those who qualified lil 1973 but virtue and law and order. The
6. Breaking and entering.
(/
who may wish to remain on the real stuff of the Nixon regime
7. Unfair practices of
@r
lists for consideration in 1974. is double talk and double unrestricted
profits
and
n
' Ls
SUNDA;~r.:uBSDAY
Those who qualified for dealing ••In s~ch after speech •/skyrocketing inflation, "frozen
~
summer employment in 1973 we have watched Nixon lie, get wages," and high employment.•
1:
AT DINREBONLY.
must update their applications -caught, and• lie again. The
8. Illegal cutbacks of
1
JJ;
NOT
VALID
WITB
ANYOTHER
by submitting a form enclosed latest display of dictatorship monies from health services,
& BRE'W
SPECIAL
OFFERr
in the announcement. They are . and deception fol~owsclose on day care., welfare, _ and
1l~.
STEAK
i/~\ • • aooD1J1ITIL
DEC.
31,1973• ....
•
>
the heels of. his Cambodian education.
•
not required to repeat the
h d
da d • hi
•
.::l~~~'"----'~~OL..··,,~
....n.
9• Taking brl·bes and Or: ~ _A~~
co_mp
~anytrad.edove_rt~ co~u~der
the tic~~S_BR~.__.
,
written test.
C ara e - one
y enymg S
,..._,;.~---~,.;;;;;.,;=;;.;;;;;....===--;;;._,;..;._..;..-----~----.,.-.,·-------------------.
bombing, the next day ders from corporations.
justifying it. When pis 'irrOur anger is reaching the
vestigators'· refuse to go along boiling point with Richard
with the cover-ups, he gives Nixon. And each day more
. .
.
.
•
them the axe. Nixon's crimes people come· to see him as an
did not begin with Watergate. out and out criminal. What
They don'.t• end with a few we've got to do now is organize
tapes, hidden or out in the our anger and energy into
__action that's gonna shake up
open.
-I
- this system and force him out.
presents.
_We charge Richard Nixon Acting together, in teach-ins,
, with 9 counts of conspiracy, rallies, marches, and militant
sabotage, manslaughter, kick-· demonstrations, thousands and
backs, crossing state lines with millions of us the American
•The- Goldovsky Opera Theatre Co.
inte~t to violate civil liberties, people, can throw that bum - and mcome tax evasion.
out!

•-i'Wider-·

~

J

i? and_alllhe s~ladyoucan Ji
ma~e.Allal low·prices.
'P.riceincludes-
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THE RHODE-ISLAND COLLEGE
FINE ARTS,SERIES·

'

,

,PUCCINI'S "TOSCA"
Our ·greatest strength
•

.

-

Sunday, N·ov. 18, 1973
at 8:00 p.m.
in Roberts Theatre
General

A-dmi-ssion $4.00

or RIC I.D. plus $ 1.00
i)ox office

~

I

opens Nov. 12, 1973

Call 831-6600 ext. 221.

J~_reserve

tickets.

lies in mass action . . .
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·SPORTS and RECREATION
Observations
on Sports

Rooters
Go
Fighting

Letter (? !) to
The Editor

two and two together and
figured out that through some
printing error, my name failed
to appear at the end of my
letter. (ED. NOTE - this is a
the
assessment;
correct
printer did omit Mr. Bianchi's
name in an oversight).
Furthermore, I am aware
that the Anchor is not a daily
paper, for I clearly stated that
in my article (letter?!).
Cliches suck no matter how
you put it. The fact that there is
some question as to what
Geary meant as far as the two
leagues ("I believe that the
point that Geary was trying to
drive- home") confirms that
Geary was not clear on this
point. Finally, I never said that
Geary was a poor writer as
DiMeo implies; I just ref erred
to that particular article as an
of a possible
example
"unacceptable-unsuitable"
article.
I don't appreciate Mr. DiMeo
trying to make me look like
someone who was trying to
misconstrue the facts and hurt
someone's feelings; in other
words, an asshole. I hope this
• article gets as much space as
Mr. DiMeo's did because it
presents the facts much more
clearly and does not make
unsupported accusations like
Mr. DiMeo's.

by Vin Bianchi
I am compelled to write· in
answer to the article concerning the World Series and
by Tim Geary
hy Harry Roll
that appeared in
All good things must end Tim Gearyissue of the Anchor.
11-8-73
the
of
quality
the
some day. Unfortunately for
It appears that once again to the team, and
Yes, Mr. DiMeo. Mr.
the Soviet Union has made the the team played for. On this the RIC soccer team it ended a Geary DELTE
is
The
prematurely.
bit
news with regard to sports, this basis, Palmer's selection
Yes, Mr. DiMeo, Mr. Geary,
time in reference to soccer. fully justified: he posted a Anchormen were eliminated Mr. Roll, and Mr. Collette - La
from the NJ.A.I. District 32 S
Because of the overthrow of league-leading ERA (2.40),
E-T-T-E-R!! I wrote a letter to
the Marxist Allende regime in 22-9record, and demonstrated tournament by SMU 1-0 in the editor of this paper conthat was overtime. For the Anchormen
Chile, the Soviet Football a consistency
responsible for it was a bitter pill to swallow cerning that particular story,
Federation (in nations other primarily
not an article! I don't know
than the U.S. soccer is often Baltimore's again entering after posting the best record how my letter got to be top
Also,
on.
(13.2) in the school's history.
referred to as football) has post-season competiti
but I am glad it
Despite their only lasting in page article, did stir up some
announced its refusal to the second highest point total
it
since
did
participate in an elimination of Nolan Ryan seems ac- the tournament one game, they interesting views.
match on Chilean territory (it ceptable, although questions of showed a lot of people that they
At first when I read the
did express a desire to stage consistency, number of losses are indeed one of the finest sport's editor comment on my
some
throw
do
soccer squads in the East.
the contest on neutral soil). and ERA
(? ! ) I was pissed to say
achis
on
Probably the words that sum article
The International Football shadow
because he did not
least
the
383
including
up the way that the team felt include the fact that I wrote a
Federation has given the complishments,
U.S.S.R. an ultimatum: either strikeouts and two no-hitters to was stated by one of the letter and not an article. Then,
players who said: "I'm not
participate as scheduled, or go with his 21 victories.
But, how did Wilbur Wood ashamed of the way I played". when I read Mr. DiMeo'sI mass
face elimination from the
just
of misinterpretations,
World Cup competition. The receive consideration when he That, I believe, says it all for had to write back.
nona
posted
and
games
this group of tremendously
Russians have made their lost 20
Well, let's get down to the
decision, and reiterated its too low ERA? Similarly, why dedicated athletes who gave us meat of the discrepancy. I
earlier decision not to par- did the inconsistencies of a great season.
stated the point of my
The game itself was one in clearlyand my demand for an
ticipate in a game played on Gaylord Perry and Bert
letter
Blyleven merit votes in their which the wind dictated who explanation (thanks to harry
Chilean soil.
A confusion of priorities and favor? Those who vote for the would be on offense or defense. Roll) was satisfied ~ it's as
almost infantile behavior seem premier pitcher in the league In the first half SMU had the simple as that. Letters usually
to have motivated this action should be more responsible wind at their backs and it offer only straight criticism
by the Soviets. Athletics on the about their choices, and un- showed. The Corsairs outshot and do not necessarily have to
world scale are designed to dertake a considerable amount RIC 19-3 in that period. The "make an effective rebuttal to
between of interviewing and statistical only reason they didn't score an article that will contribute
tension
reduce
analysis before reaching any was because Jim White made
aggravate
to
nations, not
to the paper's quality of
matters; furthermore, the decision. It would be far better saves that human beings are presentation as mr. Roll inhas for the writers to eliminate any not supposed to be able to formed me. But, he was
Russian government
• make. In the second half of the
The third curriculum is
chosen to demonstrate its biases such as supporting the
reacting to my statements as if
inand
favorite,
n
home-tow
game the trend was reversed they were part of an article, offering a judo course this
ents
frustration with developm
by stead support those who, at and the Anchormen outshot which I no doubt believe he semester, in which students
America
in South
illustrating, in this •instance least to some degree, fulfill all SMU 15-1. The SMU goalie, really thought. I had no in- are learning how to fall
quite unnecessarily, the inter- the criterion for the Cy Young however didn't have to make tentions of writing back to properly as well as different
any real spectacular saves as comment on Mr. Roll's techniques of throwing a
relationship between politics Award.
White did. This is not to detract acknowledgement until I read person. Another beginner's
and athletics. There is no
*********
from his performance but the Mr. DiMeo's all-too defensive course as well as a continued
the
between
correlation
fact is simply that RIC did not article.
ent
superb
governm
sequence to the introductory
in
truly
a
Chilean change
who turned in
course is planned for the near
and any alteration in their job was sophomore back Bob get off the same good shots on
my
blows
DiMeo's article
athletic policy; yet, the Soviet Ferro. he consistently stopped goal that the Corsairs did. One mind completely (Another future. Perhaps the greatest
Union has attempted to create or broke up SMU scoring at- of the main reasons for that View, 11-8-73);if he was at all asset of this offering is that it
such a tie, and is using athletic tempts and sent the ball was due to the quality or lack observant, he would have carries no outside pressure
competition as a vehicle for quickly up field to the for- of it in the officiating. One does noticed that on the following with it; individuals move along
registering political protest. In wards. Along with Jim White not normally expect to find page of my letter Mr. Roll at their own pace, and can
essence, this type of abuse of he was best player on the field professional caliber officials in wrote his acknowledgement of derive the most from the
the spirit and purpose of in- last Saturday. Steve Camargo, this level of sports. One does, my request and included my training because they advance
ternational sporting com- playing in his last game for however, expect the officiating name also. So, if Willy was at to higher-order skills only
to be ' RIC went out the same way to at least be consistent. One all concerned about who wrote when they feel confident of
petition deserves
responded to in appropriately that he came in. He played a statement made by a spectator my letter, he would have put their c.apacities to do so.
decisive terms, and the almost strong, steady, fullback and and heard by nearly everyone
~
certain disqualification of the directed the team on both was whether or not the officials
(SMU
shirts
blue
wearing
were
be
would
team
soccer
was,
Russian
defense and offense. He
suitable action. Let the Soviet as he has been all season, the color). Although this may be
Union deal with political stabilizer on the team. Dan being too severe on the men in
appear
questions of international
Andrade, Bill Alves, Charlie charge it certainly didto see
, 0~
failed
they
that
apthe
importance through
Chaves, Charlie Carreiro,
coms
infraction
Dom numerous
Andrade,
propriate channels, and not Orlando
force their athletes to become Petrarca, Cam Piere!, Phi~ mitted by the Corsairs. In one
the unwitting pawns of political Pincince and Tom Thatcher all instance Orlando Andrade had
intrigue.
with a breakaway only to be tripped
the game
played
from behind by a desperate
everything that they had.
( HOME OF THE EDUCATORS)
*******
SMU player. Although no one
on
end
year
the
see
to
sad
It's
The Cy Young Award, ancould blame the player for his
PROVIDENCE, R.I.
206AMHERST STREET
nually presented to the best such a sour note but this yearn actions it was cause for a
and Amherst)
Joslin
of
corner
(
Champio
which
in
one
was
pitcher in the American and
penalty shot to be awarded to
was soccer teams of the future will RIC. Nothing was called and
Leagues,
National
was
1973
say:
and
on
back
look
properly
unquestiona.bly
OpenDailyfroml:00 a.m. to lidni1ht
play continued. This was the
awarded to Tom Seaver of the the year it all began.
and
miscues
all
THANKS FOR A GREAT most blatant of
New York Mets and Jim
probably the one that caused
YEAR.
Palmer of the Baltimore
the game to go into overtime.
Orioles. However, with respect
$11 Jo/,11T1ylor11
SMUgot the winning goal on
to the American League
a twenty footer by their big gun
/or
,,,,,
w1,1,,,,
Dally2 to 4
balloting some of the canBruce Botelho who like Dom
didates that received votes
$kl
1/J,•I
l11l,rm1H,11
Petrarca is only a freshman.
leads one to question the
The shot was impossible for
HIii
1/
ll1mo1
lo
Tr/11
quality of the criterion emany one to stop. Although Jim
ployed in considering can111/lo
(/or /J11l1111111J
White gave it everything he
FrozenMugsandPitchersof Baar
didates for the award.
had it was not enough. Perhaps
N,11
.,,,11, c,111111,
Logically, the pitcher's
·a twelve foot goalie could have
H,,,,,,1,1,,,/J,l,11 N,v,m/J,r stopped it.
overall winning percentage
Directions from R.I.C.
and earned run average should
Mt. Pleasant Avenue south to Atwells Avenue,
ol
l11
All of the people who played
1/t111l
T1k1
161/,.
be the primary Factors taken
Take left -then 2nd right.
in the game turned in great
RIC',$kl 1111l1/1
into account, as well as conperformances. The one player
sistency of performance, value
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